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On May 28th 2013, we published a new W3C working draft for CSS Regions, one of 
the features proposed by the Adobe Web Platform team. Here are the most important 
changes you should be aware of:

Renamed the region-overflow property to region-fragment
The old region-overflow property, which controlled the behaviour of the last region 
in the region-chain, was renamed to region-fragment to make it clear it doesn’t 
change overflow behavior, but rather fragmentation. Its functionality has not changed.

Named flow events
We refined the events generated by named flows, to make them more clear and give 
developers better control over the timing of their event handlers. Here’s what changed:

• Added the regionoversetchange event
The regionoversetchange event is dispatched if the value of the regionOverset 
property changes for any of the regions in the region chain, including the case when 
regions are added or removed from the chain.
Most uses of the regionlayoutupdate event were to track how the named flow fits 
in the region chain. This new event should be used for these cases now.

• Added the regionfragmentchange event
The regionfragmentchange event is dispatched on any change to a named flow’s 
fragmentation through its region chain, including changes to any overset fragment. 
This event is not yet implemented in WebKit or Blink but we will be adding it in the 
future.

• Removed the regionlayoutupdate event
The regionlayoutupdate event has been removed from the Regions spec and will 
be removed from WebKit and Blink around mid-August 2013.
Make sure to update your code to use the new regionoversetchange event instead of 
it.

“We published a new 
W3C working draft for CSS 

Regions.”

http://www.w3.org/TR/2013/WD-css3-regions-20130528/
http://html.adobe.com/webplatform/layout/regions/
http://www.w3.org/TR/2013/WD-css3-regions-20130528/%23the-region-fragment-property
http://www.w3.org/TR/2013/WD-css3-regions-20130528/%23named-flow-events
http://www.w3.org/TR/2013/WD-css3-regions-20130528/%23dom-region-regionoverset
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Defined offsetParent interaction
The offsetParent algorithm was updated for elements inside named flows so 
that, if no valid offset parent is found within the named flow, the body element 
is returned. This of course has a direct effect on all offset values: offsetTop, 
offsetLeft, offsetWidth and offsetHeight.

All these changes (except for the removal of the regionlayoutupdate event 
and the addition of the regionfragmentchange event) are already available for 
you to test in WebKit Nightly and Chrome Canary.

For a complete list of all updates in this new version of the Regions working draft, 
please see the change log.

Radu Stavila
Adobe Web Platform Team
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JavaScript has come a very long way in the past 
decade. What was previously known as a hobby 
language for throwing silly tricks like image 
rollovers and mouse cursor trails onto web pages 
has become the most widely used programming 
language on the most widely accessed platform: 
the Internet. JavaScript has gone from an extra 
thing you tack onto your page at the end to being 
a requirement for nearly every web project. But 
its popularity doesn’t mean the language is great. 
In fact, as more and more people use JavaScript, 

we become more aware of its quirks and problems. JavaScript must evolve, and it 
is in the process of doing so, but until the ECMAScript 6 standard is finalized and 
all major browsers support its new features, we’re still stuck with ES5… or are we?

As you read this, you can already write your code using the to-be-finalized ES6 
standard and still have your code run on all major browsers. How? Transpiling. 
Transpiling is the process of compiling code from one language into the code of 
another language, which in this instance means from ES6 to ES5. This isn’t the only 
option, though. I will be discussing two other languages that transpile into JavaScript 
that you can start using today: CoffeeScript and TypeScript. There are numerous 
other languages that you can use, including C++ in some scenarios, but I won’t be 
discussing them here.

ECMAScript 6 (or ES6 for short) is the next version of JavaScript that is in the works. 
It’s the first large revision that JavaScript has had in a very long time. There are a 
plethora of new features, many of which are just syntactic sugar, which just means 
that the feature allows us to do the same things we’ve always done except with a 
much cleaner, more concise syntax. For instance, there is the new `class` construct. 

ECMASCRIPT 6

“Transpiling is the process 
of compiling code from one 

language into the code of 
another language.”

http://wiki.ecmascript.org/doku.php%3Fid%3Dharmony:specification_drafts
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Take a look at a code sample:

class ChildClass extends ParentClass {
 constructor() {
  // Initialization
  super(); // Call super class functions
 }

 someMethod(arg) {
  // Do something you lazy bum
 }
}

While the above example still uses prototypal inheritance behind the scenes, it 
eliminates the mess of code that is required for some of the features. Notice we 
are extending a parent class simply by saying that ̀ ChildClass extends ParentClass`. 
This is the same as ̀ ChildClass.prototype = new ParentClass()` except more concise 
and doesn’t require an instantiation of `ParentClass`, which avoids potential side 
effects from the computations within the `ParentClass` constructor.

Also, you can see that I called `super()` in my constructor. The ability to call the 
parent class’ functions like this is not nearly as simple as it should be with our 
current inheritance syntax limitations, but ES6 makes it extremely simple with this 
little bit of syntactic sugar. Many people have argued that we shouldn’t have this 
`class` construct because it makes JavaScript appear to have classical inheritance, 
which is quite different from the prototypal inheritance running behind the scenes 
here. But a developer needs to be able to work quickly and the overhead associated 
with the current prototypal syntax slows us down. It’s the developer’s responsibility 
to know how the language works as much as possible.

ES6 brings to the table several syntactic sugar features like this and some other 
wonderful features, such as ̀ let`, which replaces the ̀ var` keyword to give a variable 
block scope (rather than function scope).

There are plenty of posts about the new features coming in ES6, so if you’re curious, 
check them out. Many features are only useful in certain situations, but they’ll likely 
come in handy for you at some point.
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http://www.2ality.com/2012/11/guide-esnext.html
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TypeScript is a language by Microsoft. Whatever your feelings to the big “M” 
might be, you should still at least take a quick look at TypeScript. TypeScript is a 
superset of JavaScript, which means that you can write regular JavaScript if you 
want and it’ll work. TypeScript adds plenty of features though. First off, it inherits 
all of the ES6 features, so it’s not just a superset of the current JavaScript, but also 
of the future version of JavaScript.

Figure 1: Type Hints in Action

The other big feature that it gives you is interfaces and type declarations (hence 
the “Type” in the language name). The entire point of this is to help with building 
larger applications by allowing your IDE to know what types should be used and 
give you type hints and warnings when you use the wrong types. Those coming 
from strongly-typed languages will appreciate this feature.

TYPESCRIPT 
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I think that my favorite part about TypeScript’s implementation of this feature is that 
it’s completely transparent once it’s been compiled back to JavaScript. The types 
are used solely during development to make sure you don’t make any mistakes. 
Once the code is transpiled, there’s no evidence that you were checking for types 
at all, not even duck-typing checks. This keeps the code short and clean. In the 
code sample below, you can see what I mean:

/* Here’s a simple bit of TypeScript */
class Greeter {
 private greeting;   
 constructor(greeting: string) { // “: string” limits the arguments to 
strings
  this.greeting = greeting;
 }
 greet() {
  return “Hello, “ + this.greeting;
 }
}

var greeter = new Greeter(“world”);

/* Here’s the compiled JavaScript */
var Greeter = (function () {
 function Greeter(greeting) { // Notice no type limitations
  this.greeting = greeting;
 }
 Greeter.prototype.greet = function () {
  return “Hello, “ + this.greeting;
 };
 return Greeter;
})();
var greeter = new Greeter(“world”);

Microsoft has also created several plugins for code editors and IDE’s that give them 
the ability to understand TypeScript so you can have type hints in your favorite 
editor and be able to compile to JavaScript without the command-line.

There’s plenty to explore so check out their website, use their online IDE – called 
the Playground – to practice and test it out yourself, and read their lengthy, but 
pretty clear documentation.
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http://stackoverflow.com/questions/3379529/duck-typing-in-javascript/3379721%233379721
http://www.typescriptlang.org/
http://www.typescriptlang.org/Playground/
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CoffeeScript borrows a lot of its philosophy from Ruby. It tries to do away with 
unnecessary syntax such as semi colons and parentheses (as often as possible). Back 
during the big “Semicolon Debate“, CoffeeScript added fuel to the arguments of 
those on the side that declared semicolons were pointless.

If you’re one of the people who want JavaScript – except possibly more powerful 
– CoffeeScript isn’t for you. If you’re one of the people who hates JavaScript and 
all of its quirks, this is probably your best alternative, especially if you prefer syntax 
to get out of the way and let you work.

CoffeeScript comes with a plethora of interesting and awesome features. Just take 
a look at the Overview section on the home page and you’ll find several things 
standing out, such as: postfix conditionals, arrow functions, meaningful whitespace, 
splats and more.

Some of these features are actually showing up in ES6, but CoffeeScript is often 
heralded as the reason ES6 has decided to add the features. Before languages that 
transpiled to JavaScript existed, JavaScript’s real competition had been practically 
zero, but now, in large part due to CoffeeScript, we’re seeing more diversity, which 
is pushing the innovation of JavaScript. Even though I’m not personally a fan of 
CoffeeScript’s lack of syntax, I’m very grateful for what it has done for JavaScript.

Each of the languages mentioned above offer a lot to developers for improving 
the development experience of web applications. Personally, I’m excited about 
each of these projects and I hope each one continues to become even better. But 
until these languages are supported natively in all major browsers (I wouldn’t count 
on anything other than ES6 obtaining that support), we still need to convert this 
code to usable JavaScript.

Each language has its own compiler(s):

• ECMAScript 6: traceur, ES6 Module Transpiler (for converting ES6 modules to 
AMD or CommonJS modules)

• TypeScript: TypeScript Compiler
• CoffeeScript: CoffeeScript Compiler

COFFEESCRIPT 

TRANSPILING TO JAVASCRIPT 
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http://www.joezimjs.com/javascript/the-great-semicolon-debate/
http://coffeescript.org/%23conditionals
http://coffeescript.org/%23literals
http://coffeescript.org/%23splats
https://code.google.com/p/traceur-compiler/
http://square.github.io/es6-module-transpiler/
http://www.typescriptlang.org/%23Download
http://coffeescript.org/%23installation
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Each of the tools just listed also has the ability to generate source maps, which 
allow you to debug using the code in the language you wrote it in, instead of 
being required to debug the compiled JavaScript code. Check out each project’s 
documentation to find out how to generate source maps with them.

If you love the idea of using the features of these languages but hate the idea of 
going to the command-line and compiling the code each time you make a change, 
there’s a solution for you: Grunt. Chances are, you’ve heard of Grunt by now and 
may have even used it. If you’ve never heard of it before or used it, their “Getting 
Started” guide is pretty helpful.

I won’t be going into any details on how to use Grunt, but I will tell you that you 
can set Grunt to watch for changes to your files and immediately compile them 
after they’re saved. Most of these Grunt plugins can also add source maps (I’ve 
indicated the ones that don’t currently have the capability).

• ECMAScript 6: grunt-traceur (no source maps), grunt-es6-module-transpiler (no 
source maps)

• TypeScript: grunt-typescript
• CoffeeScript: grunt-contrib-coffee

Just check out the documentation, install the Grunt plugins (and Grunt too, of 
course), configure, and you’re on your way to writing awesome code.

I’ve only mentioned a few languages here that are pushing web development to 
new heights, but there are several others. Dart, which was developed by Google, 
is a language that Google plans to integrate directly into Chrome, but it also was 
designed from the beginning to be able to compile down to JavaScript.

Other languages that have existed for a long time are also starting to be compiled 
to JavaScript, such as Java and C++. WebGL has allowed 3D games to become 
feasible and Mozilla has been working hard to allow developers to create games in 
C++ and convert them to JavaScript. For an example of what is possible, check out 
this demo game that was created in C++ but running in the browser: BananaBread.

INTEGRATE INTO YOUR WORKFLOW WITH GRUNT 

OTHER LANGUAGES 
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http://www.thecssninja.com/javascript/source-mapping
http://gruntjs.com/
http://gruntjs.com/getting-started
http://gruntjs.com/getting-started
https://npmjs.org/package/grunt-traceur
https://npmjs.org/package/grunt-es6-module-transpiler
https://npmjs.org/package/grunt-typescript
https://npmjs.org/package/grunt-contrib-coffee
http://www.dartlang.org/
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/demos/detail/bananabread
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All-in-all, the future of web development, and JavaScript in general, looks bright. 
Even if developers don’t like JavaScript, they can still code for the web. And with 
all the tools coming out, development is getting faster and more automated, too. 
We’re all lucky to be witnessing this era in web development and I suspect the 
future will be even better.

CONCLUSION

Joe Zimmerman
Web Developer
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This story first appeared in Flippin’ Awesome on July 15, 2013.

A scalable application has the ability to grow in a capable manner. Applications often 
start small but also grow very quickly. Sometimes applications need to be entirely 
rewritten as they grow and become unmanageable.

Coding with scalability in mind, prevents problems down the line. This article focuses 
on how to write JavaScript functions that are independent, making it possible for 
components to be added, removed, enhanced, refactored, and interchanged with a 
minimal impact on other components. But also, we’ll discuss how to write code that is 
testable, maintainable, debuggable and intuitive.

We’ll use the soma.js framework to demonstrate how vanilla JavaScript can be written 
in a manner that allows maintainability and scalability.

Programming is an art form that fights back. – Chad Z. Hower

soma.js is a JavaScript framework that provides tools to create a loosely-coupled 
architecture broken down into smaller pieces. Success in building large-scale applications 
relies on smaller single-purposed parts of a larger system.

soma.js is not tied to a specific architecture pattern. The framework can be used as 
a model-view-controller or MV* framework, where actors called “models” represent 
the state of the application, and actors called “views” display information. But soma.js 
can also be used to manage independent modules, create standalone widgets or any 
other architecture.

Basically, soma.js allows developers to be kind to their future selves, by writing code 
which solves today’s problems in a way that is easily changed or easily adapted, in a 
week’s or even a year’s time.

WHAT IS A SCALABLE APPLICATION?

WHAT IS SOMA.JS?

“Coding with scalability in 
mind, prevents problems 

down the line.”

http://flippinawesome.org/2013/07/15/soma-js-your-way-out-of-chaotic-javascript/
http://somajs.github.io/somajs/%23/
http://somajs.github.io/somajs/%23/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model%25E2%2580%2593view%25E2%2580%2593controller
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model_View_ViewModel
http://addyosmani.com/resources/essentialjsdesignpatterns/book/%23modulepatternJavaScript
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_widget
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Let’s imagine a common scenario whereby component “A” needs a component 
“B” in order to function, meaning it has a direct dependency to it. Code that 
contains components that are dependent on nearly everything else is referred to 
as “highly-coupled code“. The result is an application that is hard to maintain, with 
components that are hard to change without impacting other portions of the code.

Coupling can make a great difference in a developer’s daily work. It can mean the 
difference between ease of developing and a struggle;between solving a problem 
in five minutes versus five hours. It is a very important matter, accepted and 
understood by developers in many languages, though not always in the JavaScript 
world.

Coupling or dependency is the degree to which each program module 
relies on each one of the other modules

To enable a system to grow and be maintainable, its parts must have a very limited 
knowledge of their surroundings. The components must not be tied to each 
other. A structure that follows the Law of Demeter makes its entities reusable and 
interchangeable, allowing the system to scale up.

The solution is very simple in theory, but very hard in practice: writing components 
that are self-contained and encapsulated and don’t know about other components, 
reducing the dependency they have to each other.

A design pattern is a general, reusable solution to a commonly occurring 
problem.

Reducing dependencies brings another problem: how to communicate between 
components without them to know about each other. This is where design patterns 
can help. soma.js is a set of tools and design patterns solutions to build a long 
term architecture that is decoupled and easily testable. The tools provided by the 
framework are dependency injection, observer pattern, mediator pattern, facade 
pattern, command pattern, OOP utilities and a DOM manipulation template engine 
as an optional plugin.

THE COUPLING PROBLEM
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Dependency injection allows the removal of hard-coded dependencies 
and makes it possible to change them.

Dependency injection is an antidote for highly-coupled code. The cost required to 
wire objects together falls next to zero.

A common dependency injection system has a separate object (an injector, often 
called container), that instantiates new objects and populates them with what they 
need: the dependencies. Dependency injection is also a useful pattern to solve 
nested dependencies, as they can chain and be nested through several layers of 
the application.

The benefits of dependency injection are:

• More re-usable components;
• Improved code maintenance;
• More testable components (mocking object);
• More readable code (reduction of boilerplate code).

Dependency injection involves a way of thinking called the Hollywood principle 
“don’t call us, we’ll call you”. This is exactly how it works in soma.js. Entities ask for 
their dependencies using properties and/or constructor parameters.

Using dependency injection implies creating rules, so the injector knows “what” 
and “how” to populate the instances. These are called “mapping rules”. A rule is 
simply “mapping” a name (string) to an “object” (string, number, boolean, function, 
object, and so on). These mapping names are used to inject the corresponding 
objects in either a JavaScript constructor or a variable.

For more information, feel free to refer to the full documentation on soma.js 
dependency injection.

DEPENDECNY INJECTION
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A mediator is a behavioral design pattern that is used to reduce dependencies. It 
promotes loose coupling by keeping objects from explicitly referring to each other. 
It is an object that represents another object (or a set of objects). The communication 
between objects are encapsulated within the mediators rather than the objects 
they represents, thus reducing coupling.

A mediator in soma.js is frequently used to represent a view object or a DOM 
element, but can be used to represent anything. A mediator reacts to events and 
uses the reference to the represented object to update its state.

An object represented by a mediator provides a public API, a set of public methods. 
In the following example, the view provides an “update” method.

function View = function() {

};
View.prototype.update = function(data) {
    // update the view with some data
};

The mediator receives a “target” as an argument that is the reference to the 
view. The mediator and can listen to events to update the view, removing the 
communication from the view and reducing the coupling.

function Mediator = function(target) {
 // target is the object represented: an instance of View
 // target.update(data) can be used when an event occurs
};

WHAT IS A MEDIATOR?
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The following application is composed of three buttons, which create three different 
clocks on the screen: digital, analog and polar. Different design patterns are used 
to ensure that our elements, and at least the views and model, are reusable outside 
of this project. Over the following sections, we will walk through how this application 
is built.

See the clock application demo in action.

Note: the application does not work on browsers that don’t support querySelector. 
This was done intentionally to keep the code as simple as possible.

Planning and decomposing a task in different parts is a very important step in 
writing code. In the following exercise, there are two differents types of functions:

• functions that have no dependencies (ideally all models and views so that they 
are reusable);

• functions that remove dependencies from others.

A SAMPLE APPLICATION USING SOMA.JS

PLAN AND DECOUPLE ELEMENTS
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http://soundstep.github.io/somajs-flippin-clock-app/
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The application contains these different entities:

• An application instance that is the starting point and bootstraps our application 
preparing what is needed. It receives a DOM Element as a parameter, so the 
application has no hard DOM references. Its role is defining dependencies and 
creating elements.

 /js/app/clock.js (ClockDemo)
• A model that holds the application state (the time). Its role is delivering the time 

information needed so that the views can display the current time.
 /js/app/models/timer.js (TimerModel)
• Three clock views that represent a DOM Element. All views implement the same 

interface so they receive the time information in the same way. Their role is 
showing a clock on the screen, each one in a different way.

 /js/app/views/clocks/analog/analog.js (AnalogView)
 /js/app/views/clocks/digital/digital.js (DigitalView)
 /js/app/views/clocks/polar/polar.js (PolarView)
• A mediator that represents a DOM element. Its role is destroying and creating 

clocks. It also links the timer model to the view so it can receive the time. The 
mediator encapsulates the communication and removes the dependencies from 
both the models and the view.

 /js/app/mediators/clock.js (ClockMediator)
• A selector view that represents the three buttons used to create different clocks. 

Its role is dispatching a user event to inform the interested elements that they 
need to remove the current clock and create a new one.

 /js/app/views/selector.js (SelectorView)

Clock application source code on github
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Below you can see what the file structure should look like as well as an illustration 
representing the architecture of the application.
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Interfaces don’t exist in the JavaScript language as they do in Java or other 
languages. However their concept can be easily applied, if not enforced.

An interface is simply a description of a list of public methods and properties. 
This description acts a contract applied to instances so the application knows they 
can respond to a signature. A function that “implements” an interface needs to 
implement all the methods of this interface.

Interfaces solve many problems associated with code reuse in object-oriented 
programming. It is a programming discipline that is based on the separation of the 
public interface (API) from the real implementation.

Some strict JavaScript supersets such as Typescript have interfaces. As an example, 
the interface of a “car” function could look like this:

interface ICar {
 engine: IEngine;
 basePrice: number;
 state: string;
 make: string;
 model: string;
 year: number;
}

class Car implements Icar {
 // must implement the ICar signature in this class
}

In JavaScript, interfaces are not a built-in feature of the language, but several 
functions can be written to implement the same signature.

A developer should think about what are the interfaces for the reusable elements 
within the application. For example, in the clock application, clock views must be 
interchangeable and provide the exact same methods so they can be swapped out 
without modifying other elements.

THINKING WITH INTERFACES
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The interfaces of the timer model and the clock views could look like this:

interface ITimerModel {
 add(callback: function);
 remove(callback: function);
 update();
}

interface IClockView {
 update(time: Object);
 dispose();
}

The below diagram shows the different interfaces implemented in the clock 
application:
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The first step to build a soma.js application is to create an application instance. This 
is the only moment a framework function has to be extended, all the other entities 
can be re-usable vanilla JavaScript functions, and can be framework agnostic.

The application instance executes two functions so the application can be setup 
with the architecture needed: the init and start functions.

(function(clock, soma) {

 var ClockDemo = soma.Application.extend({
  init: function() {

  },
  start: function() {

  }
 });

 var clockDemo = new ClockDemo();

})(window.clock = window.clock || {}, soma);

For more information, read the full soma.js documentation on the application 
instance.

THE APPLICATION INSTANCE
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It is a good practice to use a DOM Element as the root within the application. This 
is useful to self-contain the application. Any DOM selections and manipulations 
should start from this reference.

Using CSS selectors with “id” rather than “class” is generally a bad idea. They 
cause the application to have hard dependencies on specific DOM Elements.

var ClockDemo = soma.Application.extend({
 constructor: function(element) {
  // store the root DOM Element
  this.element = element;
  // call the super constructor
  soma.Application.call(this);
 },
 init: function() {

 },
 start: function() {

 }
});

var clockDemo = new ClockDemo(document.querySelector(‘.clock-app’));

An easy way to test that the application is self-contained is to create many of them 
on the screen. They all should work independently.

Now that the application has a starting point, the injection mapping rules can 
be created. It is a good practice to have them in the same place, but it is not a 
requirement, should the application needs to create other rules elsewhere.

A mapping rule is nothing more than assigning a function or a value to a string. The 
strings are used as “named variables” in other places so the injector knows what 
to inject.

this.injector.mapClass(‘timer’, clock.TimerModel, true);

A SELF-CONTAINED APPLICATION

INJECTION MAPPING RULES
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This mapping rule lets the injector know that when a “timer” variable is encountered, 
an instance of the function “clock.TimerModel” should be injected. The third 
parameter tells the injector to always inject the same instance and not create a 
new one.

this.injector.mapClass(‘face’, clock.FaceView);
this.injector.mapClass(‘needleSeconds’, clock.NeedleSeconds);
this.injector.mapClass(‘needleMinutes’, clock.NeedleMinutes);
this.injector.mapClass(‘needleHours’, clock.NeedleHours);

These four mapping rules are required for the analog clock as the elements of the 
analog clock have been broken into several views.

this.injector.mapValue(‘views’, {
    ‘digital’: clock.DigitalView,
    ‘analog’: clock.AnalogView,
    ‘polar’: clock.PolarView
});

An object that contains all the different clocks is also created and mapped in the 
injector. The clock mediator in charge of creating the clocks uses this object to 
instantiate the correct views.

The clock mediator represents the DOM Element in which the clocks are created. 
The first parameter is the mediator function to instantiate, and the second parameter 
is the DOM Element it represents. A “target” variable is injected representing the 
DOM Element.

Create the mediator using the framework core element “mediators”:

this.mediators.create(clock.ClockMediator, this.element.querySelector(‘.
clock’));

INSTANTIATE THE CLOCK MEDIATOR
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Below is the code for the clock mediator:

(function(clock) {
 var ClockMediator = function(target) {

 };
 clock.ClockMediator = ClockMediator;
})(window.clock = window.clock || {});

The selector view represents the DOM Element that contains the three buttons to 
create the clocks.

(function(clock) {
 var SelectorView = function() {

 };
 clock.SelectorView = SelectorView;
})(window.clock = window.clock || {});

Finally, a “create” event is dispatched from the application to create the first clock 
without a user interaction.

this.dispatcher.dispatch(‘create’, ‘analog’);

Read the full documentation for more information about events.

INSTANTIATE THE SELECTOR VIEW

CREATE THE FIRST CLOCK
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Source code on Github.

(function(clock, soma) {

 var ClockDemo = soma.Application.extend({
  constructor: function(element) {
   // store root DOM Element
   this.element = element;
   // call super constructor
   soma.Application.call(this);
  },
  init: function() {
   // mapping rules
   this.injector.mapClass(‘timer’, clock.TimerModel, true);
   this.injector.mapClass(‘face’, clock.FaceView);
   this.injector.mapClass(‘needleSeconds’, clock.NeedleSeconds);
   this.injector.mapClass(‘needleMinutes’, clock.NeedleMinutes);
   this.injector.mapClass(‘needleHours’, clock.NeedleHours);
   this.injector.mapValue(‘views’, {
    ‘digital’: clock.DigitalView,
    ‘analog’: clock.AnalogView,
    ‘polar’: clock.PolarView
   });
   // create clock mediator
   this.mediators.create(clock.ClockMediator, this.element.
querySelector(‘.clock’));
   // create clock selector template
   this.createTemplate(clock.SelectorView, this.element.
querySelector(‘.clock-selector’));
  },
  start: function() {
   // dispatch event to create an analog clock
   this.dispatcher.dispatch(‘create’, ‘analog’);
  }
 });

 // instantiate clock application with a root DOM Element
 var clockDemo = new ClockDemo(document.querySelector(‘.clock-app’));

})(window.clock = window.clock || {}, soma);

COMPLETE THE APPLICATION INSTANCE CODE
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The timer model function’s role is to provide the current time to other elements, 
without knowing anything about them. Its interface provides two methods: “add” 
and “remove”. They both take a parameter that is a function to send the current 
time to.

(function(clock) {
 var TimerModel = function() {

 };
 TimerModel.prototype.add = function(callback) {
  // register functions
 };
 TimerModel.prototype.remove = function(callback) {
  // remove registered functions
 };
 clock.TimerModel = TimerModel;
})(window.clock = window.clock || {});

The timer model has no dependencies. It doesn’t instantiate other functions and is 
interchangeable with other models as long as they implement the same interface 
(the “add” and “remove” functions). For example, another time model that takes 
the time from a server could be created and easily swapped out. The other elements 
in the application, such as the views and the clock mediator, wouldn’t have to be 
modified.

The following lines would be the only change required, even if the model is used in 
several places in the application:

var ModelFunction = isOnline ? ServerTimeModel : TimeModel;
this.injector.mapClass(‘timer’, ModelFunction, true);

Note: dispatching an event to notify components of a time change could have 
been an option rather than using callbacks.

Source code on Github.

THE TIMER MODEL
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The selector view’s only role is handling a user event. When the user clicks on one 
of the buttons, the view catches this click event. A custom event is dispatched 
through the framework, the clock mediator listens for it and creates a new clock.

jQuery or vanilla JavaScript could have been used, but, for the puposes of example, 
the soma-template template engine (available as a standalone library or soma.js 
plugin) is used to listen to the user click event.

<div class=”clock-selector”>
 <button data-click=”select(‘digital’)”>Digital clock</button>
 <button data-click=”select(‘analog’)”>Analog clock</button>
 <button data-click=”select(‘polar’)”>Polar clock</button>
</div>

(function(clock) {
 var SelectorView = function(scope, dispatcher) {
  scope.select = function(event, id) {
   dispatcher.dispatch(‘create’, id);
  };
 };
 clock.SelectorView = SelectorView;
})(window.clock = window.clock || {});

Using events (and commands) is very powerful. They can make changes or adding 
new features easier to implement as they can listen for these events without 
interfering or creating hard dependencies. For example, consider a new feature 
such as a header that shows the current clock name. It would only be a matter of 
listening to the same event to update the screen. This makes the application very 
scalable.

Source code on Github.

Check the documentation for more information on soma-template.

THE SELECTOR VIEW
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The clock mediator’s role is to link the timer model to the current clock view. It is 
very important as it is what makes the timer model and the clock views completely 
reusable and free of framework code. Without it, the application would be highly-
coupled as the timer and the views would have a direct relation to each other.

The mediator is allowed to know more about the application, using injected 
references.

The parameters injected are:

• target: represents a DOM Element;
• dispatcher: the framework core element to listen to the “create” event;
• mediators: the framework core element to create mediators;
• timer: the timer model that hold the current time;
• views: a list of available clock views to instantiate (key object).

To inject these values into the mediator, the mediator just needs to “ask” for them 
using their names. The injector knows that there are mapping rules for these specific 
“named” parameters, and sends the right references to the mediator.

(function(clock) {
 var ClockMediator = function(target, dispatcher, mediators, timer, views) {

 };
 clock.ClockMediator = ClockMediator;
})(window.clock = window.clock || {});

The mediator listens to a “create” event to know when it should destroy the current 
clock and create a new one.

dispatcher.addEventListener(‘create’, function(event) {
 // destroy current clock and create a new one
 var clockId = event.params;
});

THE CLOCK MEDIATOR
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The current clock reference (the view) is stored in a variable, so it be can removed 
and destroyed before creating a new one.

var currentClock;

It is a good practice to make a “dispose” method available on views, models, or 
any functions that are meant to be destroyed. The dispose method cleans up the 
internal code of these elements.

// destroy previous clock
if (currentClock) {
 timer.remove(currentClock.update);
 currentClock.dispose();
}

To create the new clock, the mediator uses the parameter that has been sent with 
the “create” event, which can be “analog”, “digital” and “polar”. This “id” is used 
as the key for the list of views so the mediator knows which one to create.

The core framework element “mediators” is used to instantiate the new clock. The 
first parameter is the clock function to instantiate, and the second parameter is the 
DOM Element where the clock is created.

// create clock
var id = event.params;
var clockView = views[id];
currentClock = mediators.create(clockView, target);

Finally, the timer model is linked to the view. It is important that all the clock views 
have the same interface, an “update” method receives the time from the model. 
The view is also updated with the current time immediately, so the screen gets 
updated before the next tick (one second tick).

// register clock with timer model
timer.add(currentClock.update);
// update timer immediately
currentClock.update(timer.time);
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Below is the complete code of the clock mediator.

(function(clock) {

 var ClockMediator = function(target, dispatcher, mediators, timer, views) {

  var currentClock;

  dispatcher.addEventListener(‘create’, function(event) {

   // destroy previous clock
   if (currentClock) {
    timer.remove(currentClock.update);
    currentClock.dispose();
   }

   // create clock
   var id = event.params;
   var clockView = views[id];
   currentClock = mediators.create(clockView, target);

   // register clock with timer model
   timer.add(currentClock.update);

   // update timer immediately
   currentClock.update(timer.time);

  });

 };

 clock.ClockMediator = ClockMediator;

})(window.clock = window.clock || {});

Source code on Github.

Read the full soma.js documentation for more information on mediators.
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Three types of clock views are available in the application:

• Analog view (clock.AnalogView);
• DigitalView (clock.DigitalView);
• PolarView (clock.PolarView);

As with the timer model, the views are highly reusable because:

• They are not aware of the other application elements;
• They are free of framework code;
• They provide a simple API to update their current state.

The views are also interchangeable because they all provide the same interface:

• a constructor that receives a DOM Element;
• an “update” method that receives the current time.

It would be very easy to take them from this application and reuse them in another 
project. The application is also scalable as it would be trivial to create new clocks 
without changing the code of the different elements in the application.

As an example, here is the structure of the digital clock view.

(function(clock) {
 var DigitalView = function(target) {

 };
 DigitalView.prototype.update = function(time) {

 };
 DigitalView.prototype.dispose = function() {

 };
 clock.DigitalView = DigitalView;
})(window.clock = window.clock || {});

THE CLOCK VIEWS
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Source code on Github:

• digital view
• analog view
• polar view

DEPENDENCY INJECTION MAP
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The goal of unit testing is to isolate each part of the application and show that the 
individual parts are correct. A unit test provides a strict, written contract that the 
piece of code must satisfy. In other words, unit tests are a list of methods that are 
executed to retrieve a list of successes and failures.

Unit testing components is a very important step. The process affords several 
benefits, so many that it is hard to explain and list them all. Unit testing has a direct 
benefit on the quality of the code but goes beyond that. It also has invaluable 
benefits for a developers’ skills.

Here are just some of the benefits of unit testing:

• Improve quality code;
• Insure that a piece of code work;
• Insure that a bug has been solved and will not reappear;
• Insure that new features are not breaking existing ones;
• Improve feature integration;
• Find problems early;
• Testing time improves as it runs fast;
• Expose edge cases and make developers think harder on a problem;
• Force developers to decouple their code so that it is testable;
• Acts as a knowledge base that grows over time;
• Work as a type of up-to-date documentation always in sync with the code;
• Reduce manual testing time;
• Instant visual feedback that is very rewarding, gives confidence and a sense of 

achievement;
• Helps to understand deeply the design of the code;
• Helps to find mistakes in public API;
• Helps code reuse;
• Tests can be automated;
• Tests can run on web hooks (continuous integration).

A question that is often asked is: “How many unit tests should I write?” Unit tests 
can be compared to food. Eating too much will get you into trouble, but not eating 
enough will probably affect your health as well. A right balance must be found 
between production code and test code. It comes naturally with experience, and it 
is very common to constantly jump from production code to unit test code.

UNIT TESTING
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Mocha and Jasmine are a couple of the many available JavaScript unit testing 
frameworks. The elements of the clock application are highly testable because 
they are not highly-coupled with others. This is one the benefits of dependency 
injection. Most dependencies can be sent in the instances, in our case using the 
constructor. Mocking objects can easily be created to simulate functionality and 
test each element separately.

Tests the clock application in the browser.

See the unit tests source code.

The tests can also run from the command line. The dependencies needs to be 
installed using NPM:

$ npm install
$ npm install -g mocha

Run the tests:

$ npm test

Or with mocha directly:

$ mocha -u bdd --reporter spec --timeout 5000 tests/specs/*.js
clock-app-mocha-cli-small

CLOCK APPLICATION TESTS
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Unit tests can be automated; this is called continuous integration. The topic is very 
large but as an example, the clock application has been integrated with a service 
called Travis. The service can run unit tests every time a new piece code is pushed 
to a Github repository. The developers receive an email if a failure appears, which 
ensures the sanity of the code on the repository.

See the clock application tests on Travis.

To create a scalable application or to improve an existing one, one must go through 
two different processes: “analysing” and “solving”. More or less answering to the 
two following questions:

• What makes an application not scalable?
• How to make an application more scalable?

There are different ways to find out the level of scalability of an application. The first 
step before being able to see the whole picture is to go through all the elements 
of the application and ask:

• Should this element be reusable?
• Is this element testable?
• Does this element have dependencies?
• Is this element single purposed?

If a reusable element is hardly testable, or handles too many concerns, or has too 
many dependencies, there is a big chance that this element should be improved to 
make the application more scalable (bad code smells).

CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION

CONCLUSION

WHAT MAKES AN APPLICATION NOT SCALABLE?
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Here is a list of tasks that can be performed to improve reusable elements. Each 
improvements will make the whole application more scalable.

• Identify elements that are not single-purposed to break them down.
• Look out for “bad code smells” to refactor.
• Avoid code duplication (DRY).
• Avoid large functions.
• Avoid anonymous functions.
• Make a usable public API so it is testable.
• Avoid instantiating objects, use references using the constructor or setters.
• Remove dependencies as much as possible.
• Use the observer pattern (events) to remove dependencies and send information.
• Create mediators for the element to remove dependencies and receive 

information.
• Implement clear interfaces as much as you can.
• Hide or make private concerns that are not relevant to the other elements.
• Prefer composition over inheritance when possible.

The element is successfully improved when the following is possible:

• The element can easily be interchanged with another without breaking the 
application.

• The element is easily reusable outside of the project.
• The element can be successfully unit tested.

In general, identify where bad code smells so the code can be refactored and 
improved. This term “code smell” refers to any symptom in the source code of a 
program that possibly indicates a deeper problem.

HOW TO MAKE AN APPLICATION MORE SCALABLE?
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In the clock application, two elements are dependent on the framework:

• The application instance;
• and the clock mediator.

The other elements are completely independent and highly reusable:

• The timer model;
• and the clock views.

The clock application has been planned so that the clock views and the timer model 
have no dependencies and are reusable outside of the project. To achieve this 
result, the application has been broken down, and all elements are single purposed:

• The timer model handles the time.
• The clock mediator destroys and creates clocks.
• The selector view handles a user event.
• The clock views create visuals on the screen.

The mediator pattern has been used to remove the dependencies in both the timer 
model and the clock views. Without the mediator, they would have had a direct 
dependency to each other.

The observer pattern (“create” event) has been used to decouple the selector 
view from everything else. It also makes the application more scalable as other 
elements can listen to the same framework events.

Dependency injection has been used to send references to all the elements, 
decoupling them and making them highly testable.

The clock views receive a reference to a DOM Element in the constructor, which 
makes them usable with any other DOM Element. They also provide a public API to 
update their content, so that they are usable by other elements externally without 
knowing about them.

ANALYZE THE CLOCK APPLICATION
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The timer model provides an interface to add and remove callbacks, so it can send 
the time to a list of registered actors without knowing about them. Dispatching 
a time event from the model to the mediator could have been another elegant 
solution.

This architecture makes it easier to refactor the code, change the structure, add or 
remove elements, test each element separately, and update single element without 
changing the whole application.

Thank you to all the developers and non-developers who helped me on bits and 
pieces one day or another. Especially to the clever bunch of people at Stinkdigital. 
Big thanks to Henry Schmieder, author of the first version of soma.js, for his help 
on both the framework and this article. And thank you Brian Rinaldi for editing and 
trusting me with cutting-edge subjects such as this one!

It is probably not usual to thank “tools”, but they make everything so much easier 
that I have to mention them.

Pagekite is an amazing tunneling solution than I use constantly. Thank you Mocha 
to make my life easier with asynchronous tests. JSdom is not talked about enough, 
amazing Node.js library that makes everything possible from the command line. 
Grunt.js to make any automation possible. And last but not least, the people at 
JetBrains for making Webstorm such a good JavaScript editor.

Article links:

Clock application demo
Clock application source code on github
Tests the clock application
Unit tests source code
Clock application tests on Travis.
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soma.js links:
soma.js
soma.js demos
Framework events (soma-events)
Framework dependency injection (infuse.js)
Framework templates (soma-template)
Framework mediators
infuse.js
soma-events
soma-template
Romuald Quantin (author)
Henry Schmieder (author)

Unit testing links:
Unit testing (wiki)
Continuous integration (wiki)
Mocha
Jasmine
Sinon.js
Expect.js
Travis (CI)
Mock object (wiki)

Other links:
Model View Controller (wiki)
Model View ViewModel (wiki)
Design pattern (wiki)
Web widgets (wiki)
Loose-coupling (wiki)
Spaghetti code (wiki)
Hollywood principle (wiki)
Law of Demeter (wiki)
Dependency injection (wiki)
Observer pattern (wiki)
Mediator pattern (wiki)
Module pattern (Addy Osmani)
Understanding interface (Microsoft)
Dependency injection video (Anthony Ferrara)
Mediator Pattern (Addy Osmani)
Bad code smells (wiki)
DRY (wiki)
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A couple of people have had questions on how to do this recently so I thought I would 
do a write up on it. As well, it illustrates how you avoid using loops with asynchronous 
code. Although for an even better explanation of that topic you’ll want to read Item 64: 
Use Recursion for Asynchronous Loops from David Herman’s book, Effective JavaScript. 
Chapter 7 on Concurrency is worth the purchase price of the book but I digress...

First a warning. Try all the code out on an emulator first. The methods below will 
completely wipe the contacts from your device so you’ll want to make sure the backup 
step works first before continuing. You’ve been warned!

Anyway, if you want to backup the contacts on your device to a file you’d use the 
following process:

1. Find all the contacts
2. Request a file system object
3. Create a FileEntry object
4. Create a FileWriter
5. Write the JSON data to file

The code in which to accomplish those tasks is as follows:

function backupAllTheContacts() {
    navigator.contacts.find([“*”], function(contacts) {
        console.log(“contacts.length = “ + contacts.length);
        window.requestFileSystem(LocalFileSystem.PERSISTENT, 0, 
function(fileSystem) {
            fileSystem.root.getFile(“contacts.bak”, {create: true, exclusive: 
false}, function(fileEntry) {
                fileEntry.createWriter(function(writer) {
                    writer.onwriteend = function() {
                        console.log(“backup complete”);
                    };
                    writer.write(JSON.stringify(contacts));
                }, onError);
            }, onError);
        }, onError);
    }, onError, {“multiple”: true});    
}

“HTML5 makes life easier 
for us by defining the right 

element.”

https://twitter.com/littlecalculist
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Once you see the “backup complete” message in the console you’ll have a file 
called “contacts.bak” in the root directory of your file system. For Android users 
that will probably be /sdcard and for iOS, etc. it would be in the applications 
sandbox. If you take a look at the file you will see something like this:

  {
    “id”: “4”,
    “rawId”: “4”,
    “displayName”: “123 456”,
    “name”: {
      “familyName”: “456”,
      “formatted”: “123 456”,
      “givenName”: “123”
    },
    “nickname”: null,
    “phoneNumbers”: null,
    “emails”: null,
    “addresses”: null,
    “ims”: [
      {
        “type”: -1,
        “value”: “.adgjm”,
        “id”: “8”,
        “pref”: false
      }
    ],
    “organizations”: null,
    “birthday”: null,
    “note”: null,
    “photos”: null,
    “categories”: null,
    “urls”: null
  },
  {
    “id”: “5”,
    “rawId”: “5”,
    “displayName”: “Dooney Evans”,
    “name”: {
      “middleName”: “”,
      “familyName”: “Evans”,
      “formatted”: “Dooney  Evans”,
      “givenName”: “Dooney”
    },
    “nickname”: null,
    “phoneNumbers”: [
      {
        “type”: “work”,
        “value”: “512-555-1234”,
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        “id”: “11”,
        “pref”: false
      }
    ],
    “emails”: null,
    “addresses”: null,
    “ims”: null,
    “organizations”: null,
    “birthday”: null,
    “note”: null,
    “photos”: null,
    “categories”: null,
    “urls”: null
  },
  {
    “id”: “18”,
    “rawId”: “18”,
    “displayName”: “John Doe”,
    “name”: {
      “familyName”: “Doe”,
      “formatted”: “John Doe”,
      “givenName”: “John”
    },
    “nickname”: null,
    “phoneNumbers”: null,
    “emails”: null,
    “addresses”: null,
    “ims”: null,
    “organizations”: null,
    “birthday”: null,
    “note”: null,
    “photos”: null,
    “categories”: null,
    “urls”: null
  },
  {
    “id”: “19”,
    “rawId”: “19”,
    “displayName”: “Rob Doe”,
    “name”: {
      “familyName”: “Doe”,
      “formatted”: “Rob Doe”,
      “givenName”: “Rob”
    },
    “nickname”: null,
    “phoneNumbers”: null,
    “emails”: null,
    “addresses”: null,
    “ims”: null,
    “organizations”: null,
    “birthday”: null,
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    “note”: null,
    “photos”: null,
    “categories”: null,
    “urls”: null
  }
]

If you are seeing what looks like your complete contact database in text format 
then you are ready to proceed. 

Next we will delete all the contacts on the device. The steps are: 

1. Find all the contacts.
2. Recurse through the contacts deleting one at a time.

The code looks like:

function deleteAllTheContacts() {
    var deleteContact = function(contacts) {
        console.log(“length = “ + contacts.length);
        // No contacts left, stop saving
        if (contacts.length == 0) {
            console.log(“All contacts removed”);
            return;
        }
    
        var contact = contacts.pop();
        contact.remove(function() {
            deleteContact(contacts);
        }, null);
    };
    
    navigator.contacts.find([“*”], deleteContact, onError, {“multiple”: true});
}

This might look a little bit weird at first glance but trust me it’ll make sense. You’ll 
notice in deleteAllTheContacts the first thing we do is to create a local function 
called deleteContacts. This is the method that will actually remove the contacts 
from the device. Then after the definition of deleteContacts we call navigator.
contacts.find(). This call will get an array of all the contacts on the device and call 
it’s success function which is deleteContacts.

Now in deleteContacts we do a check to see if the length of the contacts array 
is zero. If it is zero then we are done, there are no more contacts left to be deleted. 
If the contact array length is greater than zero we have more work to do. We’ll pop 
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the next Contact object off of the contacts array, which reduces the size of the 
array by one and we’ll call the remove method of the Contact object. The success 
call back for remove method is the deleteContacts method. Keep reading this 
paragraph until all of your contacts have been deleted. Boom recursion.

But wait, you are wondering how could this possibly work. Your thinking I’ve got 7 
quintillion contacts and there is no way the call stack can support that many recursive 
calls. Ah, but you are forgetting that asynchronous calls return immediately so they 
never eat up the call stack. If you tried doing this with a for loop you would blow 
up the call stack causing your program to crash if you had enough contacts and 
even if you didn’t kill your app how would you know when all of those async calls 
to remove were complete without doing a lot of JavaScript gymnastics. Just use 
the recursion approach.

Finally you’ll want to be able to restore the contacts you’ve previously saved to 
file. I’ve broken it down into two separate methods to make it easier to read:

1. Request local file system
2. Get the FileEntry
3. Request the File object
4. Read the data and parse it to JSON
5. Recurse through all the contacts and save them to the device

This is pretty much just unrolling the two previous steps of backing up and deleting 
the contacts. If you’ve gotten this far you should be able to understand what is 
going on. Although there are two lines I want to draw your attention to:

contactData.id = null;
contactData.rawId = null;

What I’m doing here is removing the unique IDs from the contact. If you skip this 
step you will signal the API that you are attempting to modify an existing contact 
and the save will most probably fail. Hopefully this helps a bunch of folks.

Simon MacDonald
Software Engineer

his blog
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share

github
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APPLINESS: Hi Dan! Thank you for 
joining us, we are very excited to 
have you feature in Appliness. Can 
you tell us a bit about yourself? 

Thanks for having me! I’m Dan 
Mall, Founder & Design Director 
at SuperFriendly, a design studio 
that makes brave sites and apps for 
screens of all sizes. Professionally, 
I’m a designer, developer, strategist, 
advisor, and a co-founder (more on 
that later). Personally, I’m a husband, 
a dad, and a musician.

Can you tell us about SuperFriendly? 
When did you start this design 
agency? What was your motivation?

Design Director at digital creative 
agency Big Spaceship. When my wife 
and I found out she was pregnant, we 
wanted to move back to Philadelphia 
to be closer to family. I was sad to leave 
Big Spaceship as I didn’t think I’d find 
anywhere I’d like working as much, 
and I also wanted to be able to spend 
as much time with my wife and new 
daughter as I could (which agency life 
doesn’t always afford), so I thought it 
was a good time to give it a go on my 
own.

SuperFriendly works as a Hollywood 
model, where we have a core team that 
works on every project and assemble a 

roster of specialists as needed. Some 
projects are just my producer, my 
design and development apprentices, 
and me. For others, we’ve pulled in 
the best user experience designers, 
technical directors, back-end 
developers, illustrators, CMS experts, 
art directors, and more.

Congratulations on SuperFriendly 
winning .net magazine’s award for 
Best New Agency for 2013! What 
criteria did they use in their selection 
process? 

I think they just accepted the agency 
that sent them the most cash! I kid, I 
kid. Seriously though, the requirements 
were pretty slim while still challenging. 
Eligible agencies had to only be in 
business for a year or less, work with 
5 or more people, and do great work. 
We’re lucky to have a great set of 
friends and fans that thought we were 
deserving of the award.
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You’ve gotten to work for some 
pretty impressive clients (e.g., 
LucasFilm, Mattel, Google, Apple, 
Reading is Fundamental and many 
more). Any favorite projects?

All of them! Honestly, I can’t think of a 
project where there wasn’t something 
that was special. Sometimes, it’s a small 
skill I was able to learn, like a particular 

illustration technique or JavaScript 
library. Other times, it’s a client that’s 
a joy to work with. They’re all unique 
and wonderful project snowflakes.

How important has your blend 
of experience in design and 
development been in getting work 
for these clients?
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I don’t think I’d be where I am today if 
I wasn’t able to bounce back and forth 
between design and development. 
Making digital things for clients—
websites, apps, installations, etc.—is 
such a fluid process. What looks great 
in Photoshop can often be terrible 
when you see it on a TV screen; quick 
prototypes of anything you’re making 
and seeing something in real life go 
such a long way to making successful 
work.

I’m a big believer in IDEO CEO Tim 
Brown’s T-shaped concept: people 
that have a wide range of general 
skills (the bar) but also have a deep 
expertise in one or a few areas (the 
stem). I’m no hardcore developer, but, 
on a call yesterday with a prospective 
client, I had to explain SuperFriendly’s 
capabilities with API’s written in JSON-
like formats. While I’ve never done it 
myself, I know enough about it from 
building teams containing people who 
can do it in their sleep, and being able 
to speak to it may have won us some 
exciting, new work.

Do you prefer to work alone or as 
part of a team? Why? 

I definitely prefer working with a 
team when possible. Working with 
great people makes me better. They 
challenge my beliefs and conventions 
and often lend perspectives that I 
wouldn’t/couldn’t have had working 
by myself. It helps me to be more 
empathetic, which doesn’t just make 
me a better designer; it makes me a 
better husband, dad, and human too.

Although I’ve been working as a 
designer for a long time, I realized 
long ago that my real skill isn’t design. 
I think my design ability has a cap, and 
I’ve reached it… or at least generally 
reached a plateau. I’ve worked with 
interns right out of school that were 
already better designers than I’d ever 
be. 

I love talking to clients and collaborating 
with them to get to a vision each 
team is excited about. I love being in 
corporate boardrooms and running 
day-long workshops turning a bunch of 
random ideas into a cohesive strategy. 
Obstinate clients or shallow strategies 
are the things that trip up designers 
and developers when they’re working 
on a site or an app that would otherwise 
be really exciting. The thing I think 
I’m best at is serving, enabling, and 
empowering other people to do their 
best work by knocking down those 
obstacles so that the other people on 
my team don’t have to worry about it. 
How could I ever put that into practice 
if I was working alone?

How have you and your team 
streamlined your design process 
over time? What have been some of 
the biggest lessons learned? Is your 
approach fairly standard, or does it 
change from client to client?

One of the first things we say to a 
prospective client is that we don’t 
have a set process. Every client is 
different and we want to embrace 
that. Some clients like Basecamp and 
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others prefer Google Groups. Some 
want daily check-ins and others want 
us to go away to work and come back 
when the project is done. To put that 
range of clients through the same 
cycle is almost disrespectful. Clients 
are like laundry: some need “machine 
wash hot” and others need the gentle 
cycle.

From a deliverables standpoint, we 
like to leave the door open for what’s 
necessary at the time it’s needed. Not 
all projects need wireframes. Some 
projects need a bigger content audit 
than others. My friend Matt Griffin 
from Bearded once called it a “buffet 
of deliverables,” which I quite like. I’ve 
used this approach for years but only 
now have a name for it.

What are some of the factors you take 
into consideration when deciding to 
create a unique desktop and mobile 
presence for a client vs. a responsive 
design?

One of the largest factors is what the 
client asks for. We try to make it a point 
to work with smart clients—seriously, 
we’ve turned down clients that didn’t 
seem like they’d challenge the team 
intellectually—so when smart clients 
say they want a mobile site, we think/
hope they’ve done the due diligence 
to intelligently arrive at that decision. 
That said, we certainly take it with a 
grain of salt and are sure to ask why 
they want what they want, responsive 
or not.

In general, we do make the assumption 
that any site we build will be responsive, 
in the same way we assume any site 
we build will use CSS for layout and 
not tables. Said another way, we’ll 
likely build responsive unless there’s a 
reason not to do so.
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What are your favorite design tools?

I don’t think I could work without 
Photoshop or my Wacom Intuos tablet. 
I also love xScope, Typecast, Scala 
Preview, and FontExplorer X.

What are your favorite development/
technical tools?
Git with Beanstalk, the Responsive 
Design bookmarklet, Sublime Text 
2, MAMP Pro, Transmit, and Adobe 
Edge Inspect.

How important HTML5-related 
technologies in your work? What do 
you like about these technologies? 
Where do you still see room for 
improvement?

I’ve got 2 different answers for this. 
In one sense, there’s a very literal 
interpretation of what “HTML5” 
means, which is the new additions 
to the markup language. I love the 
additional semantics and the new tags 
we can use, like <section> and <nav> 
and <figure> and more, as it allows us 
to be more descriptive about the type 
of content we’re marking up.
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The other way is to look at “HTML5” 
as a catch-all term for the new HTML/
CSS/JS technologies available to us. 
(Jeff Croft has a great write-up about 
this: “On the Term ‘HTML5’”.) It’s 
really great to see these wonderful 
technologies—geolocation, offline 
caching, CSS animations, the History 
API—being built right into the browser. 

There’s always room for improvement. 
More features means more opportunity 
for more bloat. The need for optimized 
performance on websites is ever-
increasing, especially with more 
and more people accessing the web 
through smaller devices on smaller 
connections. I hope that technological 
innovations continue to be balanced 
with innovations in performance too.
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Tell us about The Businessology 
Show? What void does this fill for 
designers and developers?

One thing I love about our industry 
is the willingness to share. We’re one 
of the only industries where we’ll get 
in a room full of our competitors—
“competitors”—and share all of our 
secrets: Photoshop tips, coding tricks, 
workflow improvements, and tons 
more. 

However, when it comes to business, 
most people think it’s a black box. 

Rightly so: talking about business 
gets scarily close to talking about 
how much money you make, and it’s 
embarrassing to find out you’ve been 
undercharging or not writing contracts 
properly.

The secret about the business of design 
is that it’s not a science. It’s as much an 
art as it is a science. Just like everyone 
uses Photoshop differently, everyone 
runs their businesses differently… and 
that’s ok. One person may charge 
$10,000 for a project that someone 
else may charge $1,000 for… and that’s 
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ok. My co-host—Jason Blumer—and I 
set out to help people realize that it’s 
ok and give them more transparent 
information about ways of running a 
design business. And that’s how the 
Businessology Show came to exist.

Can you tell us about Typedia? What 
is it and why was it created?

Typedia is a wiki-based encyclopedia for 
typefaces. About 7-8 years ago, Jason 
Santa Maria and I were both thinking 
about ways to catalog/categorize 
typefaces and discover new ones. We 
both look for type in similar ways; if 
we’re designing something that needs 
to feel French, we wanted a quick list 
of typefaces designed in France or by 
a French designer or foundry. Nothing 
like that existed, so we decided to join 
forces to build it. Together with a few 
more friends, we launched Typedia in 
2006.

We’ve been working on a new version 
over the last few years in our spare 
time, so look for a brand new Typedia 
very soon that will make finding and 
cataloging typefaces even easier.
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You used to play keyboard for the 
band Four24, do you have any time 
these days to play?

I do! I play the piano with my 2-year 
old daughter just about every day, if 
only for just a few minutes.

What well wishes can you impart to 
our readers?

Don’t work a lot. It’s often hard to stop 
working, because a lot of us in this 
industry really love what we do. But 
we make things that makes people 

lives better: more usable banking 
interfaces, more enjoyable travel sites, 
more easily findable content, more 
fun games. It’s all in service of saving 
people time and/or making tasks 
easier. And yet we’re not serving our 
own lives in the way we’re serving our 
clients’ and customers’ lives.

Get away from your computer. Enjoy 
as much time with your family and 
friends.
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It seems like CSS has hit the top of its game. Web designers can do just about anything 
with CSS nowadays. Well, almost anything. Today, I’m going to talk about something 
truly awesome (and new), and that is CSS Custom Filters. These allow us to morph and 
warp regular HTML elements into shapes that were impossible before.

“It seems like CSS has hit 
the top of its game.”

DEMO AND 
DOWNLOAD FILES

http://www.inserthtml.com/2013/07/css-custom-filters/
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I saw a post a while ago about creating CSS Balls. That was cool, but it made me 
think how limited we were as designers because we couldn’t actually create things 
like this. We had to create an illusion that this was a sphere, it wasn’t an actual 
sphere. After searching for a solution, I found CSS Custom Filters.

Now I’ve talked a little about filters before, but custom filters are a relatively new 
addition to CSS. They’re still extremely experimental, to the point of only being 
available in Chrome, but disabled by default. Custom Filters allow you to literally 
warp an HTML element into any shape you can imagine.

TESTING IT OUT
First off, it’s not enabled by default. Custom filters are very experimental. To enable 
it go to chrome://flags. You should see ‘CSS Shaders’ (image below). Enable it 
and restart chrome. Now we’re good to go!

Well there are a few things that have to happen for this to work. We are going to 
be using shaders to make these filters work. A shader is just something that is used 
to make postprocessing effects and will allow us to warp and change our div or 
span or whatever.

At least one external files is required, but an optional second file is often used to 
give some sort of shading or shadowing to the effects. The required file is called 
the vertex shaders file and has the extension .vs. The second, optional fragment 
shaders file (which adds shadows, etc) has the extension .fs. Both files are coded 
using the OpenGL language.

So what happens is we include our two external files via a CSS filter line, and then 
we can pass variables to these files via this CSS line. So for example, we can make 
it so we have blurLine set to 0.5, and then this will be read by our shader files. 
We can then manipulate this data into creating shapes and distorting our HTML 
element.

CUSTOM FILTERS?

HOW DOES IT WORK?
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The HTML element is warped based on vertices, which basically break the HTML 
element into parts allowing us to alter their position in 3D space. For example, the 
below would be a 6 by 6 vertex grid.

The syntax is obviously not set in stone because this is a very experimental part of 
the specification. Suffice to say, we include our files using the functional notation 
custom(). We then define how many vertices our element will have and then pass 
some variables to our files. Generally when we include our fragment shaders file 
(that’s the one that adds shadows and stuff like that) we use the functional notation 
mix(). All mix does is mixes on top of our warped element a colour matrix using a 
blending mode like multiple, overlay, etc.

So an example of how our syntax might look is this:

    -webkit-filter: custom(
    url(shaders.vs) /* Our vector shader */
    mix(url(shaders.fs) normal source-atop), /* Fragment Shader */
    50 50, /* The numbers are the number of vertices (x and y) */
    variable 5, anotherVar 6.2) /* Variables */;

THE SYNTAX
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The 50 50 is key, that’s the number of vertice points you want your HTML element 
to have. The mix() bit is optional, but might be desirable if you want to add some 
shadows to your effect.

So lets get onto some examples. I’ve added some videos below because they’re 
disabled by default, but I’ll provide the links for anyone wanting to try them out. To 
create these effects I’m using some shaders from the Adobe Filter Labs, although 
you can make your own if you’re competent enough in OpenGL.

DEMO HERE

EXAMPLES

PAGE CURL
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DEMO HERE

DEMO HERE
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This addition to the CSS filter specification is a total game changer. This lets us do 
just about anything we want on the web with content which would’ve previously 
been impossible. Things that were outside the realms of CSS and HTML have now 
been easily brought into their scope, while giving developers new ways to make 
the user experience more exciting.

SUMMARY

Johnny Simpson
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A new release of a typical, non-trivial JavaScript project needs to run unit tests, 
concatenate all source files into one file and minify the result. Some of them also use 
code generators, coding style validators or other build time tools.

Grunt.js is an open source tool that is able to help you perform all of those steps. It is 
extensible and was written in JavaScript, so anyone working on a JavaScript library or 
project should be able to extend it as needed.

This post explains how to use Grunt.js to build JavaScript library. Grunt.js requires 
Node.js and npm to run, so first sections explain what those are, how to install them 
and how to use them. You can feel free to skip those sections if you have already 
worked with npm. The fourth and fifth sections cover how to configure Grunt and a 
number of typical Grunt tasks.

The demo code for the Grunt.js configuration discussed here is available on Github.

To get started, we’ll need three tools:

 - Node.js,
 - Npm,
 - Grunt.js.

Node.js is a popular server side JavaScript environment. It is used to write and run 
JavaScript servers and JavaScript command line tools. If you want to learn more about 
Node.js, this Stack Overflow answer links everything you might ever need to get you 
started.

Npm is a package manager for Node.js. It is able to download dependencies from a 
central repository and to solve most dependency conflicts. The Npm repository stores 
only Node.js server and command line projects. It does not contain libraries meant to 

GRUNT.JS

TOOL CHAIN OVERVIEW

“Anyone working on a JavaScript 
library or project should be able 

to extend it as needed.”

https://github.com/SomMeri/grunt-tutorial
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be used in web or mobile applications. We will use it to download Grunt.js.

Grunt.js is task runner that we will use to build our project. It is runs on Node.js and 
can be installed via Npm.

You can install node.js either directly from the download page or using any of these 
package managers. If successfully installed, Node.js will print its version number if 
you type node -v into the console.

Most installers and package managers install both Node.js and Npm at the same 
time. Type npm -v into the console to test whether you have Npm installed 
properly. If it is available, it will print its version number. What you should do if it is 
not available depends on your operating system.

Linux

Download and use the installation script.

WindoWs

The Windows installer contains npm and updates the path variable for current 
user. A separate Npm install is needed only if you downloaded Node.exe only or 
compiled it from the source.

Download the latest Npm zip from this page. Unpack and copy it into node.exe 
installation directory. If you want, you can also update the path variable to have it 
available anywhere.

osx

Npm is bundled inside the installer.

An understanding of some Npm basics is useful for those who would like to install 
and use Grunt.js. This is section contains only those basics. Additional details can 
be found in the npm documentation.

NODE.JS AND NPM INSTALLATION

NPM BASICS
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This section will explain four things:
 - what is npm;
 - the difference between local and global npm plugin installations;
 - the package.json file and its content;
 - the npm install command.

overvieW

Npm is package manager that is able to download and install JavaScript 
dependencies from central repository. Installed packages can be used either as 
libraries within Node.js projects or as command line tools.

Projects usually keep a list of all their dependencies inside a package.json file and 
install them from there. Plus, additional Npm libraries can be installed also from 
command line.

GLobaL vs LocaL instaLLation

Each package can be installed either globally or locally. The practical difference is 
in where they are stored and where they are accessible from.

Globally installed packages are stored directly inside the Node.js installation 
directory. They are called global, because they are available from any directory or 
Node.js project.

Local installation puts downloaded packages into current working directory. Locally 
installed packages are then available only from that one directory and its sub-
directories.

Locally installed packages are stored inside the node_modules sub-directory. 
Whatever version control system you use, it is reasonable to add that directory 
into its .ignorefile.

PackaGe.json

The package.json file contains an Npm project description. It is always located 
in project root and contains the project name, version, license and other similar 
metadata. Most importantly, it contains two lists of project dependencies.
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The first list contains dependencies that are needed at runtime. Anyone who wishes 
to use the project must install all of them. The second list contains dependencies 
that are needed only during the development. Those include test tools, build tools 
and coding style checkers.

The easiest way to create a package.json file is via the npm init command. The 
command asks a few questions and generates a basic package.json file in the 
current working directory. Only the name and version properties are mandatory. If 
you do not plan to publish your library to Npm, you can ignore the rest.

The following links contain good package.json descriptions:

 - package.json interactive guide;
 - package.json tutorial on nodejitsu;
 - official documentation.

Npm packages are installed using the npm install command. The installation is 
local by default. A global installation has to be specified using the -g switch.

The Npm install command with no other parameters looks for a package.json file in 
the current directory or any of its parent directories. If one is found, the command 
then installs all listed dependencies into the current directory.

Concrete Npm packages are installed using npm install <pkg_name@version> 
command. The command will find the required version of the package in the central 
repository and install it into current directory.

Including a version number via @version is optional. If it is missing, Npm simply 
downloads latest available release.

Finally, the install command invoked with the --save-dev switch not only installs 
the package, but also adds it into package.json as a development dependency.

THE INSTALL COMMAND
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We’ll start a Grunt.js configuration by first adding Grunt.js into our JavaScript 
project. We’ll need to install two Grunt.js modules:

 - grunt-cli - command line interface (CLI);
 - grunt - task runner.

Important: Grunt.js had backward incompatible release recently. Some older 
tutorials and documents do not work with last Grunt.js version.

overvieW

All the real work is done by the task runner. The command line interface is only able 
to parse arguments and to feed them to the task runner. It does nothing useful if 
the task runner is not installed too.

The command line interface should be installed globally and the task runner locally. 
A global command line interface ensures that the same Grunt commands are 
available in all directories. The task runner must be local, because various projects 
may require different Grunt versions.

instaLLation

Install the global Grunt command line interface:

npm install -g grunt-cli

Go to the project root and let Npm generate a package.json file for you via npm 
init. It will ask few questions and then generate valid package.json file. Only the 
name and version are required; you can ignore the rest.

To add the latest Grunt.js version into the package.json as a development 
dependency and locally install it at the same time enter:

npm install grunt --save-dev

PackaGe.json

The package.json created by running previous commands should look like this:

{
  “name”: “gruntdemo”,

ADDING GRUNT.JS TO THE PROJECT
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  “version”: “0.0.0”,
  “description”: “Demo project using grunt.js.”,
  “main”: “src/gruntdemo.js”,
  “scripts”: {
    “test”: “echo \”Error: no test specified\” && exit 1”
  },
  “repository”: “”,
  “author”: “Meri”,
  “license”: “BSD”,
  “devDependencies”: {
    “grunt”: “~0.4.1”
  }
}

confiGure Grunt.js

Grunt.js runs tasks and most of its work is done by tasks. However, the out of the 
box Grunt.js installation has no tasks available to it. Tasks have to be loaded from 
plugins and plugins are usually loaded from Npm.

We will use five plugins:

 - grunt-contrib-concat - concatenates files together,
 - grunt-contrib-uglify - concatenates and minifies files,
 - grunt-contrib-copy - copies files,
 - grunt-contrib-qunit - runs unit tests,
 - grunt-contrib-jshint - looks for bugs and dangerous constructions in JavaScript 
code.

This section explains how to configure these plugins. It starts with simplest possible 
configuration that does nothing and then explains the general steps needed to 
configure a task. The remaining sub-sections are more practical, each of them 
explaining how to configure one plugin.

basic do nothinG confiGuration

Grunt’s configuration is kept either as JavaScript inside the Gruntfile.js file or as 
CoffeeScript inside a Gruntfile.coffee file. Since we are building JavaScript project, 
we will use the JavaScript version.

The simplest possible Gruntfile.js file looks like:
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//Wrapper function with one parameter
module.exports = function(grunt) {

  // What to do by default. In this case, nothing.
  grunt.registerTask(‘default’, []);
};

The configuration is kept inside a module.exports function. It takes a Grunt object 
as its parameter and configures it by calling its functions.

The configuration function must create one of more task aliases and associate 
each of them with list of Grunt tasks. For example, the previous snippet created a 
“default” task alias and associated it with an empty tasks list. In other words, the 
default task alias is present, but does nothing.

Use the grunt <taskAlias> command to run all tasks associated with       
specifiedtaskAlias. The taskAlias argument is optional, Grunt will use the ”default” 
task if it is missing.

Save the Gruntfile.js file, go to the command line and run Grunt:

grunt

You should see following output:

Done, without errors.

Grunt beeps if any configured task returns a warning or an error. If that beeping 
bothers you, run grunt with -no-color parameter:

grunt -no-color

The general steps needed to add a task from a plugin are the same for all plugins. 
This section gives a general overview of what is needed, while concrete, practical 
examples will be provided in following sections.

instaLL the PLuGin

GRUNT NPM TASKS
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First, we need to add the plugin into the package.json as a development dependency 
and use Npm to install it:

npm install <plugin name> --save-dev

confiGure tasks

Task configuration must be stored in an object property named after the task and 
passed to grunt.initConfig method:

module.exports = function(grunt) {

  grunt.initConfig({
    firstTask : { /* ... first task configuration ... */ },
    secondTask : { /* ... second task configuration ... */ },
    // ... all remaining tasks ...
    lastTask : { /* ... last task configuration ... */ }
  });

  // ... the rest ... 
};

The full task configuration possibilities are explained in the Grunt.js documentation. 
This section describes only the most common, simple case. It assumes that the task 
takes a list of files, processes them and then generates one output file.

A simple task configuration looks like:

firstTask: {
  options: {
    someOption: value //all this depends on plugin
  },
  target: {
    src: [‘src/file1.js’, ‘src/file2.js’], //input files
    dest: ‘dist/output.js’ // output file
  }
}

The example task configuration has two properties. One contains task options and 
its name must be ”options.” Grunt.js does not impose any structure on the options 
property, its content depends on the plugin.

The other can have any name and contains a task target. Most common tasks 
operate on and produce files, so their targets have two properties, ”src” and 
”dest.” Src contains list of input files and dest contains output file name.
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If you configure multiple targets, Grunt will run the task multiple times – once 
for each target. The following task will run two times, once for all files in the src 
directory and once for all files in the test directory:

multipleTargetsTask: {
  target1: { src: [‘src/**/*.js’] },
  target2: { src: [‘test/**/*.js’]] }
}

Load and reGister tasks

Finally, tasks from plugins must be loaded with the grunt.loadNpmTasks function 
and registered with a task alias.

All of this gives us the following Gruntfile.js structure:

module.exports = function(grunt) {

  grunt.initConfig({ /* ... tasks configuration ... */ });
  grunt.loadNpmTasks(‘grunt-plugin-name’);
  grunt.registerTask(‘default’, [‘firstTask’, ‘secondTask’, ...]);

};

JSHint detects errors and potential problems in JavaScript code. It was designed 
to be very configurable and comes with reasonable defaults.

We will use the grunt-contrib-jshint plugin to integrate it with Grunt.js.

instaLL the PLuGin

Open the console and run npm install grunt-contrib-jshint --save-
dev from the project root directory. It will add the plugin into the package.json as 
a development dependency and install it into the local Npm repository.

jshint oPtions

CONFIGURE JSHINT
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The grunt-contrib-jshint plugin passes all options directly to JSHint. The complete 
list is available on the JSHint documentation page.

The JSHint option ”eqeqeq” toggles warnings for == and != equality operators. It 
is turned off by default, because both operators are legitimate. We will turn it on, 
because they can lead to unexpected results and the alternative operators === 
and !== are safer.

We will also turn on trailing options which warns about trailing whitespaces in the 
code. Trailing whitespaces in multi-line strings can cause weird bugs.

Each option is placed into boolean property with the same name and will be turned 
on if its value is true. To turn on both eqeqeq and trailing JSHint options use:

options: {
  eqeqeq: true,
  trailing: true
}

confiGure the jshint task

The grunt-contrib-jshint plugin has one task named ”jshint.” We will configure it 
to check all JavaScript files in both the src and test directories using the options 
configuration from previous section.

The JSHint configuration must be placed into an object property named ”jshint” 
and sent to the grunt.initConfig method. It has two properties, one with options 
and another with target.

The target can be placed inside any property other than options, so we will call 
it simply “target.” It must contain list of JavaScript files to be checked by JSHint. 
Files list can be placed inside the target’s src property and supports both ** and * 
wildcards.

To validate all JavaScript files in all sub-directores of both the src and test directories 
and turn on two additional JSHint checks use:

grunt.initConfig({
  jshint: {
    options: {
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      eqeqeq: true,
      trailing: true
    },
    target: {
      src : [‘src/**/*.js’, ‘test/**/*.js’]
    }
  }
});

Load and reGister

The final part loads grunt-contrib-jshint from Npm and registers the task to the 
default alias:

grunt.loadNpmTasks(‘grunt-contrib-jshint’);
grunt.registerTask(‘default’, [‘jshint’]);

fuLL jshint confiGuration

The full Gruntfile.js with full JSHint configuration should look like:

module.exports = function(grunt) {

  grunt.initConfig({
    jshint: {
      options: {
        trailing: true,
        eqeqeq: true
      },
      target: {
        src : [‘src/**/*.js’, ‘test/**/*.js’]
      }
    }
  });

  grunt.loadNpmTasks(‘grunt-contrib-jshint’);
  grunt.registerTask(‘default’, [‘jshint’]);
};

Our library has to be distributed inside a single file whose name contains both the 

CONCATENATE FILES
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version number and project name. That file should start with a comment containing 
the library name, version, license, build date and other similar information.

For example, the version 1.0.2 should be distributed inside file named testGrunt-
1.0.2.js and start with the following content:

/*! gruntdemo v1.0.2 - 2013-06-04
 *  License: BSD */
var gruntdemo = function() {
  ...

We will configure the concat task using the grunt-contrib-concat plugin to generate 
the file with the right name and initial comment.

instaLL the PLuGin

Exactly as before, open the console, add the plugin into the package.json as a 
development dependency and install it into the local Npm repository.

Use the command: npm install grunt-contrib-concat --save-dev

Load PackaGe.json

Our first step is to load the project information from the package.json file and 
store it in a property. This can be done using the grunt.file.readJSON function:

pkg: grunt.file.readJSON(‘package.json’),
Pkg now contains an object corresponding to package.json. The project name is 
stored inside pkg.name property, version is stored inside pkg.version, license is 
stored inside pkg.license and so on.

comPose banner and fiLe name

Grunt provides a template system we can use to compose a banner and file 
name. Templates are JavaScript expressions embedded into strings using a <%= 
expression > syntax. Grunt evaluates the expression and replaces the template 
with the result.

For example, the <%= pkg.name %> template is replaced by value of pkg.name 
property. If the property is a string, the template becomes an equivalent of the 
string’s concatenation: ...’ + pkg.name + ‘ ...
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Templates can reference all functions and properties defined in the initConfigparameter 
object and in the Grunt object. The system also provides a few date formatting 
helper functions. We will use the grunt.template.today(format) function 
which returns current date in the specified format.

Let’s compose a short banner from the project name, version, license and current 
date. Since we will need to reuse the banner in the Uglify task, we’ll store it in a 
variable:

var bannerContent = ‘/*! <%= pkg.name %> v<%= pkg.version %> - ‘ +
                    ‘<%= grunt.template.today(“yyyy-mm-dd”) %> \n’ +
                    ‘ *  License: <%= pkg.license %> */\n’;

The previous template generates following banner:

/*! gruntdemo v0.0.1 - 2013-06-04
 *  License: BSD */

The project name and version part of filename also need to be used in multiple 
places. To compose the file name from the project name and version and store it 
in a variable use:

var name = ‘<%= pkg.name %>-v<%= pkg.version%>’;

This generates following name:

gruntdemo-v0.0.1

confiGure tarGet and oPtions

The target must contain a list of the files to be concatenated and a name of the file 
we want to create. Target supports both wildcards and templates, so we can use 
the template we prepared in previous section:

target : {
  // concatenate all files in src directory
  src : [‘src/**/*.js’],
  // place the result into the dist directory,
  // name variable contains template prepared in
  // previous section
  dest : ‘distrib/’ + name + ‘.js’
}
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The Concat plugin looks for a banner in the configuration property named banner 
and banner is the only configuration property we need. Since the banner content 
is already composed in the bannerContent variable, all we need is to place it into 
configuration property:

options: {
  banner: bannerContent
}

Load and reGister

The final part loads grunt-contrib-concat from Npm and registers the task to the 
default alias:

grunt.loadNpmTasks(‘grunt-contrib-concat’);
grunt.registerTask(‘default’, [‘jshint’, ‘concat’]);

fuLL concat confiGuration

This section shows Gruntfile.js with the full concat configuration.

Note that the pkg property is defined inside the initConfig method parameter. We 
could not place it elsewhere, because it is accessed from templates and templates 
have access only to the initConfig method parameter and the grunt object.

module.exports = function(grunt) {
  var bannerContent = ‘... banner template ...’;
  var name = ‘<%= pkg.name %>-v<%= pkg.version%>’;

  grunt.initConfig({
    // pkg is used from templates and therefore
    // MUST be defined inside initConfig object
    pkg : grunt.file.readJSON(‘package.json’),
    // concat configuration
    concat: {
      options: {
        banner: bannerContent
      },
      target : {
        src : [‘src/**/*.js’],
        dest : ‘distrib/’ + name + ‘.js’
      }
    },
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    jshint: { /* ... jshint configuration ... */ }
  });

  grunt.loadNpmTasks(‘grunt-contrib-jshint’);
  grunt.loadNpmTasks(‘grunt-contrib-concat’);
  grunt.registerTask(‘default’, [‘jshint’, ‘concat’]);
};

Page loading is slower if the the browser has to load and parse big files. That may 
not matter for all projects, but it does especially matter for mobile apps running on 
small devices and big web applications using many big libraries.

Therefore, we are going to also produce a minified version of our library. Minification 
converts the input file into a smaller one while keeping its functionality unchanged. 
It removes unimportant whitespaces, shortens constant expressions, gives local 
variables new shorter names and so on.

Minification is implemented in the grunt-contrib-uglify plugin which integrates 
UglifyJs into Grunt. Its uglify task concatenates and minifies a set of files.

source maPs

Minification makes generated files hard to read and very difficult to debug, so we 
will also generate a source map to make these tasks easier.

Source maps link a minified file to its source files. If it is available, the browser 
debug tools show original human readable .js files instead of the minified version. 
Source maps are currently supported only by Chrome and nightly builds of Firefox. 
You can read more about them on HTML5 rocks or Tutsplus.

instaLL the PLuGin

Add the plugin into package.json as a development dependency and install it into 
the local Npm repository.

Use the command: npm install grunt-contrib-uglify --save-dev

MINIFY
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confiGure tarGet

The uglify task target is configured exactly the same way as the concat task target. 
It must contain a list of JavaScript files to be minified and the name of the file we 
want to create.

It support both wildcards and templates, so we can use the template prepared in 
the previous sub-section:

target : {
  // use all files in src directory
  src : [‘src/**/*.js’],
  // place the result into the dist directory,
  // name variable contains template prepared in
  // previous sub-chapter
  dest : ‘distrib/’ + name + ‘.min.js’
}

confiGure oPtions

The banner is configured exactly the same way as in concat – it is read from 
the “banner” property and supports templates. Therefore, we can reuse the 
bannerContentvariable prepared from the previous sub-section.

A source map is generated only if the “sourceMap” property is defined. It 
should contain the name of the source map file. In addition, we have to fill the 
“sourceMapUrl” and the “sourceMapRoot” properties. The first contains relative 
path from uglified file to the source map file and second contains relative path 
from source map file to sources.

Use the bannerContent variable to generate the banner and the name variable to 
generate the source map file name:

options: {
  banner: bannerContent,
  sourceMapRoot: ‘../’,
  sourceMap: ‘distrib/’+name+’.min.js.map’,
  sourceMapUrl: name+’.min.js.map’
}

Load and reGister
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The final part loads grunt-contrib-uglify from Npm and registers the task to the 
default alias:

grunt.loadNpmTasks(‘grunt-contrib-uglify’);
grunt.registerTask(‘default’, [‘jshint’, ‘concat’, ‘uglify’]);

fuLL uGLify confiGuration

The following is the Gruntfile.js with a full uglify configuration:

module.exports = function(grunt) {
  var bannerContent = ‘... banner template ...’;
  var name = ‘<%= pkg.name %>-v<%= pkg.version%>’;  

  grunt.initConfig({
    // pkg must be defined inside initConfig object
    pkg : grunt.file.readJSON(‘package.json’),
    // uglify configuration
    uglify: {
      options: {
        banner: bannerContent,
        sourceMapRoot: ‘../’,
        sourceMap: ‘distrib/’+name+’.min.js.map’,
        sourceMapUrl: name+’.min.js.map’
      },
      target : {
        src : [‘src/**/*.js’],
        dest : ‘distrib/’ + name + ‘.min.js’
      }
    },
    concat: { /* ... concat configuration ... */ },
    jshint: { /* ... jshint configuration ... */ }
  });
   
  grunt.loadNpmTasks(‘grunt-contrib-jshint’);
  grunt.loadNpmTasks(‘grunt-contrib-concat’);
  grunt.loadNpmTasks(‘grunt-contrib-uglify’);
  grunt.registerTask(‘default’, [‘jshint’, ‘concat’, ‘uglify’]);
};

The latest release of our library is now stored in two files and both of them have 
the version number in the name. That makes it unnecessary difficult for those who 
want to automatically download each new version.

LATEST RELEASE FILE
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They would be forced to read and parse a json file each time they want to find 
whether a new version was released and what its name is. They would also have 
to update their download scripts if we decide that we want to change the naming 
structure.

Therefore, we will use the grunt-contrib-copy plugin to create version-less copies 
of all the created files.

instaLL the PLuGin

Add the plugin into package.json as a development dependency and install it into 
the local Npm repository.

Use the command: npm install grunt-contrib-copy --save-dev

confiGure the PLuGin

Our copy configuration uses three targets, one for each released file. The 
configuration is without options and basically the same as the configuration of the 
previous plugins.

The only difference is that we need multiple targets. Each target contains src/dest 
pairs with name of file to be copied and name of file to be created.

We also made one change to the previous task’s configuration. We took all file 
names and placed them into variables, so we can reuse them:

module.exports = function(grunt) {
  /* define filenames */
  latest = ‘<%= pkg.name %>’;
  name = ‘<%= pkg.name %>-v<%= pkg.version%>’;

  devRelease = ‘distrib/’+name+’.js’;
  minRelease = ‘distrib/’+name+’.min.js’;
  sourceMapMin = ‘distrib/source-map-’+name+’.min.js’;

  lDevRelease = ‘distrib/’+latest+’.js’;
  lMinRelease = ‘distrib/’+latest+’.min.js’;
  lSourceMapMin = ‘distrib/source-map-’+latest+’.min.js’;

  grunt.initConfig({
    copy: {
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      development: { // copy non-minified release file
        src: devRelease,
        dest: lDevRelease
      },
      minified: { // copy minified release file
        src: minRelease,
        dest: lMinRelease
      },
      smMinified: { // source map of minified release file
        src: sourceMapMin,
        dest: lSourceMapMin
      }
    },
    uglify: { /* ... uglify configuration ... */ },
    concat: { /* ... concat configuration ... */ },
    jshint: { /* ... jshint configuration ... */ }
  });

  grunt.loadNpmTasks(‘grunt-contrib-jshint’);
  grunt.loadNpmTasks(‘grunt-contrib-concat’);
  grunt.loadNpmTasks(‘grunt-contrib-uglify’);
  grunt.loadNpmTasks(‘grunt-contrib-copy’);
  grunt.registerTask(‘default’, [‘jshint’, ‘concat’, ‘uglify’, ‘copy’]);

Finally, we will configure grunt.js to run unit tests on our newly released files. We 
will use the grunt-contrib-qunit plugin for that purpose. The plugin runs QUnit unit 
tests in a headless PhantomJS instance.

This solution does not account for browser differences and bugs, but it is good 
enough for our purposes. Those who want to have a better configuration can use 
js-test-driver or other similar tool. However, theJs-test-driver configuration is out 
of the scope of this article.

PrePare tests

Qunit unit tests often run over JavaScript files in src directory because that is 
practical during the development. If you want to test whether our just released, 
concatenated and minified versions work as well, we need to create new QUnit 
HTML file and load the latest release from it.

UNIT TESTS
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Below is an example Qunit entry point file:

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
  <meta charset=”utf-8”>
  <title>QUnit Example</title>
  <link rel=”stylesheet” href=”../libs/qunit/qunit.css”>
</head>
<body>
  <div id=”qunit”></div>
  <div id=”qunit-fixture”></div>
  <script src=”../libs/qunit/qunit.js”></script>

  <!-- Use latest versionless copy of current release -->
  <script src=”../distrib/gruntdemo.min.js”></script>
  <script src=”tests.js”></script>
</body>
</html>

instaLL the PLuGin

Add the plugin into package.json as a development dependency and install it into 
the local Npm repository.

Use the command: npm install grunt-contrib-qunit --save-dev

confiGure PLuGin

The grunt-contrib-qunit configuration is the same as the configuration of the 
previous tasks. Since we are fine with the default QUnit configuration, we can 
omit the options property. All we have to do is to configure the target which must 
specify all QUnit HTML files.

Below we specify all HTML files in the test directory and its sub-directories should 
be run as QUnit tests:

grunt.initConfig({
  qunit:{
    target: {
      src: [‘test/**/*.html’]
    }
  },
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  // ... all previous tasks ...
});

finaL Grunt.js fiLe

Below is the complete Gruntfile.js configuration:

module.exports = function(grunt) {
  var name, latest, bannerContent, devRelease, minRelease,
      sourceMap, sourceMapUrl, lDevRelease, lMinRelease,
      lSourceMapMin;
 
  latest = ‘<%= pkg.name %>’;
  name = ‘<%= pkg.name %>-v<%= pkg.version%>’;
  bannerContent = ‘/*! <%= pkg.name %> v<%= pkg.version %> - ‘ +
    ‘<%= grunt.template.today(“yyyy-mm-dd”) %> \n’ +
    ‘ *  License: <%= pkg.license %> */\n’;
  devRelease = ‘distrib/’+name+’.js’;
  minRelease = ‘distrib/’+name+’.min.js’;
  sourceMapMin = ‘distrib/’+name+’.min.js.map’;
  sourceMapUrl = name+’.min.js.map’;
 
  lDevRelease = ‘distrib/’+latest+’.js’;
  lMinRelease = ‘distrib/’+latest+’.min.js’;
  lSourceMapMin = ‘distrib/’+latest+’.min.js.map’;
   
  grunt.initConfig({
    pkg: grunt.file.readJSON(‘package.json’),
    qunit:{
      target: {
        src: [‘test/**/*.html’]
      }
    },
    // configure copy task
    copy: {
      development: {
        src: devRelease,
        dest: lDevRelease
      },
      minified: {
        src: minRelease,
        dest: lMinRelease
      },
      smMinified: {
        src: sourceMapMin,
        dest: lSourceMapMin
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      }
    },
    // configure uglify task
    uglify:{
      options: {
        banner: bannerContent,
        sourceMapRoot: ‘../’,
        sourceMap: sourceMapMin,
        sourceMappingURL: sourceMapUrl
      },
      target: {
        src: [‘src/**/*.js’],
        dest: minRelease
      }
    },
    // configure concat task
    concat: {
      options: {
        banner: bannerContent
      },
      target: {
        src: [‘src/**/*.js’],
        dest: devRelease
      }
    },
    // configure jshint task
    jshint: {
      options: {
        trailing: true,
        eqeqeq: true
      },
      target: {
        src: [‘src/**/*.js’, ‘test/**/*.js’]
      }
    }
  });
 
  grunt.loadNpmTasks(‘grunt-contrib-jshint’);
  grunt.loadNpmTasks(‘grunt-contrib-concat’);
  grunt.loadNpmTasks(‘grunt-contrib-uglify’);
  grunt.loadNpmTasks(‘grunt-contrib-copy’);
  grunt.loadNpmTasks(‘grunt-contrib-qunit’);
 
  grunt.registerTask(‘default’, [‘jshint’, ‘concat’, ‘uglify’, ‘copy’, 
‘qunit’]);
};
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Grunt.js is now configured and ready to be used. Our targets are configured in 
the most simple possible way, using src/dest pairs, wildcards and templates. Of 
course, Grunt.js also provides other, more advanced options.

It would be even better, if it would be possible to automatically download and 
manage the libraries our project depends on. I found two possible solutions, Bower 
and Ender. I have not tested them yet, but both manage front-end JavaScript 
packages and their dependencies for the web.

This article was originally published at http://meri-stuff.blogspot.sk/2013/06/
building-javascript-library-with-gruntjs.html

CONCLUSION

Mária Jurcovicová
Web Developer
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I am continuing along my path of “test driven development” discovery and am finding 
it fraught with challenges. All my progress has shown me how crucial TDD is for success, 
and I am constantly reminded of how effective it is. The latest challenge I had was to 
test the outgoing http call of my node server. I was testing a module that sent an http 
request in a private method. It was crucial that my testing confirm the outgoing URL. 
This is not as straight forward as it sounds.

I didn’t want to expose the object’s private functionality so I didn’t want to add any 
getters that would allow access to private resources. Jasmine comes with a very cool 
mechanism for tracking and interfering with the methods of an object. However, I 
didn’t want to interfere with the method. I needed to let the method run so I could see 
the url and data being passed into the get request.

Unit testing is based on the idea that a specific value passed to an operation will 
have the predicted result. One problem with testing a server-side http call is having 
something to respond to it. I needed the request to be issued but it had to go nowhere, 
and had to return introspective data I could expect. I searched but couldn’t find many 
options that worked well for my situation. Finally, as the red lenses of frustration began 
forming over my eyes, I found Nock.

Nock is a small library that can fit into most existing testing frameworks. It describes 
itself as an “HTTP mocking and expectations library”. This library is an easy way to 
interrupt http calls and return a response(s). Nock attaches itself to the server’s native 
http module. It intercepts requests going through http and compares them to URLs 
it is looking for. If it finds a URL it is looking for, the request is stopped and sent back 
with the reply detailed in the setup.

“Nock is a small library that 
can fit into most existing 

testing frameworks.”

https://github.com/flatiron/nock
http://nodejs.org/
https://github.com/mhevery/jasmine-node
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I was building tests against a simple class whose purpose was to request data from 
a secondary web service and return the result. I created a simple illustration for this 
example:

var http = require (‘http’); 
exports = module.exports = function (fn) {
http.get (‘http://fakeserver/dayreader’, function (res) {
res.setEncoding (‘utf8’);
res.on (‘data’, function (data){
fn.call (this, data);
});
})
}

The module exports a function. Initially, it makes an http request to the url “http://
fakeserver/dayreader”. The server runs a callback function, provided by the caller, 
when data is returned. This is a simple idea but it isn’t so easy to test. A spy, like 
the Jasmine spy functionality, could interrupt the method and return a fake result. 
That would not help here. I needed to examine the outgoing get request directly. 
I wanted to confirm that parameters were appended to the get url correctly. I 
wanted to test to see if the module handled error status codes. The tests also 
checked that the response data was correct despite manipulation by the module 
object. Those are just a few of the ways a function like this could be tested.

Let’s take a look at the jasmine test:

var myDay = require (‘./../MyDay.js’),
nock = require (‘nock’);

describe (‘How was my day response’, function () {
it (‘test a good day’, function (done) {
nock (‘http://fakeserver’)
.get (‘/dayreader’)
.reply (200, {day:’good’});

new myDay (function (data){
data = JSON.parse(data);
expect (data.day).toEqual (‘good’);
done ();
})
}) 
})
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Nock is the very first thing in the test, and has a chain of operations.

 nock (‘http://fakeserver’)

The initial call to nock sets up a server-wide listener for calls to “http://fakserver”. 
Any calls to that host are examined by nock first. Requests to urls not being managed 
by Nock are made normally. Nock finds the URL it is searching for and fires. By 
default, the listener will be removed after the first time it is fired. The Nock listener 
only lasts until it fires to avoid interfering with future tests. There are options you 
can set to tell Nock to persist the listener if needed.

 .get (‘/dayreader’)

The second operation in the Nock chain identifies the specific http path and verb 
to interrupt. In the example above, Nock will stop the next get request to “http://
fakeserver/dayreader”.

The third line in the chain tells Nock what result to return to the caller.

 .reply (200, {day:’good’});

The first parameter is a status code. In the example, we are returning 200 to 
represent a successful result. This number can be anything and can be used to test 
against a whole range of responses. The second parameter can be a string, a literal 
object, or pulled from a file. My favorite return value for the second parameter 
is a function. A function can be sent in to run when the response is being sent. 
The function accepts two parameters: the url of the request, and the body of the 
request.

The rest of the test is built as a standard Jasmine-Node asynchronous operation. A 
callback function is passed to the myDay function. The function that Jasmine-Node 
needs to complete the test (the done function) is available to the callback function 
thanks to the magic of closures. The result is a successful test. The above code is 
attached to this post and included in a zip file for reference.
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This small post barely touches the many ways that Nock and Jasmine-Node can be 
used together. Nock provides a way to test your interactions with remote resources 
from the safety of your own Jasmine-Node sandbox.

Download: Example Files
References:
Jasmine-Node
Nock
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new Worker(workerUrl);

If you are like I was a couple weeks ago, the above JavaScript statement means very 
little to you. I came across it while digging in the source code of the Ace Editor. After 
searching the code base and the web, I discovered it was a built-in for a feature set I 
had never encountered before: Web Workers! With curiosity piqued, I dove in to learn 
about the mysterious call and what it can do.

At the most basic level, they are scripts that run in their own background thread. 
Independence from the regular JavaScript event loop means that a worker can churn 
away at something for a long time and your UI will remain responsive. Very nice.

Your app communicates with its spawned workers by passing messages back and 
forth. Each side registers an onmessage(e) event listener, then sends messages via 
postMessage(<some_data>).

There are two main types of workers: dedicated and shared. The distinction comes 
from whether the worker can talk to one page/tab or multiple.

To start off, let’s take a look at how you create a simple dedicated worker. First, you 
define a script that your worker will execute. We’ll put ours in basic-worker.js

basic-worker.js

// onmessage gets executed for every postMessage on main page
onmessage = function(e) {
    // Simply parrot back what worker was told

INTRODUCTION

SO WHAT ARE WEB WORKERS?

DEDICATED WORKER

“I dove in to learn about 
the mysterious call and 

what it can do.”

http://www.whatwg.org/specs/web-apps/current-work/multipage/workers.html#workers
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    postMessage(“You said: “ + e.data);
}

Then, you use this script in your app.

Your web page

// Spawn a worker by giving it a url to a self-contained script to execute
var worker = new Worker(‘basic-worker.js’);

// Decide what to do when the worker sends us a message
worker.onmessage = function(e) {
    console.log(e.data);
};

// Send the worker a message
worker.postMessage(‘hello worker’);

Voila, a functional multi-threaded JS application. Ok, that wasn’t so hard. Let’s try 
a shared worker.

(A note to those playing along at home; IE and Firefox do not support shared 
workers)

Your web page

// Basically the same as a dedicated worker
var worker = new SharedWorker(‘shared-worker.js’);

// Note we have to deal with port now
worker.port.onmessage = function(e) {
    msg = ‘Someone just said “’ + e.data.message + ‘”. That is message number ‘ 
+ e.data.counter;
    console.log(msg);
};

// Messages must go to the port as well
worker.port.postMessage(‘hello shared worker!’);

shared-worker.js

SHARED WORKER
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var counter = 0;
var connections = [];
// Define onconnect hanlder that triggers when “new SharedWorker()” is invoked
onconnect = function(eConn) {
   var port = eConn.ports[0]; // Unique port for this connection

   // Let’s tell all connected clients when we get a message
   port.onmessage = function(eMsg) { 
       counter++;
       for (var i=0; i < connections.length; i++) {
           connections[i].postMessage({
               message: eMsg.data,
               counter: counter
           });
       }
   }
   port.start();
   connections.push(port);

If you put this into a test page and then open up two tabs, what you see is that 
the first page to load receives a Someone just said “Hello shared worker!” This is 
message number 1 and the second tab receives the same, only message number 
2. This illustrates how a shared worker maintains a single global state across all the 
tabs that connect to it via new SharedWorker().

As we’ve seen, web workers must execute a single script. This seems innocuous 
enough, at least until you try deploying your shiny new worker to production and 
realize you have to deal with a single minified JS file. What to do?

It turns out you can trick the worker with a Blob (don’t feel bad, I had no idea 
what these were either). From MDN “A Blob object represents a file-like object of 
immutable, raw data.” Great, a blob can hold some data, any data, even a string 
of valid JS code. The other neat thing about them is that they can be passed 
to window.URL.createObjectURL(). The result? A url that points to an in-memory 
“file.” And since web workers need a url to a file...

Your-site.min.js

// Lots of other code your site needs to function
...snip...

MINIFICATION

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/Blob
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// Code included from basic-worker.js
var workerCode = function() {
    onmessage = function(e) {
        self.postMessage(“You said: “ + e.data);
    };
};

Your web page

// Fill a blob with the code we want the worker to execute
var blob = new Blob([‘(‘ + workerCode.toString() + ‘)();’], {type: “text/
javascript”});

// Obtain a URL to our worker ‘file’
var blobURL = window.URL.createObjectURL(blob);
var worker = new Worker(blobURL); // Create the worker as usual

worker.onmessage = function(e) {
    console.log(e.data);
};

worker.postMessage(‘Hello inlined worker!’);

That code is a little gnarly, so let’s unpack it. Writing our worker using the module 
pattern, we encapsulate everything in a function. Typically modules end off with an 
immediate execution of the function to actually load the module. We intentionally 
don’t do this so we can access the complete source code using .toString(). In the 
app, we get that source code, wrap it in the immediate execute, and store it away 
inside a blob. At this point, the blob contains:

(function() {
    onmessage = function(e) {
        self.postMessage(“You said: “ + e.data);
    };
})();

We generate a url to that blob, pass it to the worker, and as soon as the worker 
executes the code inside the blob, it has an onmessage handler defined! Pretty 
nifty.

One gotchya with this approach is that, because workers do not have access to the 
global state of the main app, the worker only knows about the code you pass it. 
Thus, if there is a library you want to use inside the worker, you’ll have to either come 
up with a clever way to pass it in as well or bite the bullet and use importScript() 
from inside the worker to load the library independently.
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Circling back to spelunking around Ace Editor, I ought to say what use we found 
(indirectly) for web workers. We use the Ace editor for our Scripting API. To make 
the coding process a bit nicer, we thought it would be cool to introduce code 
completion.

It just so happens that Ace recently added native support. Their implementation 
defers the expensive regular expression matching and scoring to a web worker. 
When you hit the key to begin autocompletion, the web worker is passed the 
current token. The worker computes possible matches, then messages the UI with 
the list.

ARTICLE FROM:

WEB WORKERS AT ZAPIER
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Since we’re using so much JavaScript in our web applications these days, we’re looking 
for more ways to keep them fast.  We use event delegation to keep event listening 
efficient, we use function debouncing to limit the number a times a given method can 
be used, use JavaScript loaders to load only the resources we need, and so on.  Another 
way we can make our pages efficient and fast is to dynamically add and remove styles 
directly to a stylesheet instead of constantly querying the DOM for elements and 
applying styles.  Here’s how it works!

Which stylesheet you add the rules to is up to you.  If you have a specific stylesheet in 
mind, you can add an ID to the LINK or STYLE element within your page HTML and 
get the CSSStyleSheet object by referencing the element’s sheet property.  The 
stylesheets can be found in the document.styleSheets object:

var sheets = document.styleSheets; // returns an Array-like StyleSheetList

/*
Returns:  

StyleSheetList {0: CSSStyleSheet, 1: CSSStyleSheet, 2: CSSStyleSheet, 3: 
CSSStyleSheet, 4: CSSStyleSheet, 5: CSSStyleSheet, 6: CSSStyleSheet, 7: 
CSSStyleSheet, 8: CSSStyleSheet, 9: CSSStyleSheet, 10: CSSStyleSheet, 11: 
CSSStyleSheet, 12: CSSStyleSheet, 13: CSSStyleSheet, 14: CSSStyleSheet, 15: 
CSSStyleSheet, length: 16, item: function}
*/

// Grab the first sheet, regardless of media
var sheet = document.styleSheets[0];

GETTING THE STYLESHEET

“We’re looking for ways 
to keep web applications 

fast.”

http://davidwalsh.name/event-delegate
http://davidwalsh.name/function-debounce
http://davidwalsh.name/curljs
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One important consideration is the media of the stylesheet -- you want to ensure 
you aren’t adding rules to a print stylesheet when you expect the styles to display 
on screen.  A CSSStyleSheet object does have informational properties for you 
to peruse:

// Get info about the first stylesheet
console.log(document.styleSheets[0]);

/*
Returns:  

CSSStyleSheet
 cssRules: CSSRuleList
 disabled: false
 href: “http://davidwalsh.name/somesheet.css”
 media: MediaList
 ownerNode: link
 ownerRule: null
 parentStyleSheet: null
 rules: CSSRuleList
 title: null
 type: “text/css”
*/

// Get the media type
console.log(document.styleSheets[0].media.mediaText)
/*
Returns:
 “all” or “print” or whichever media is used for this stylesheet
*/

In any event, there are many ways to grab a stylesheet to attach style rules to.
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In many cases, it may just be best to create a new STYLE element for your dynamic 
rules.  This is quite easy:

var sheet = (function() {
 // Create the <style> tag
 var style = document.createElement(“style”);

 // Add a media (and/or media query) here if you’d like!
 // style.setAttribute(“media”, “screen”)
 // style.setAttribute(“media”, “@media only screen and (max-width : 
1024px)”)

 // WebKit hack :(
 style.appendChild(document.createTextNode(“”));

 // Add the <style> element to the page
 document.head.appendChild(style);

 return style.sheet;
})();

Unfortunately WebKit requires a hack to properly get things going but all we care 
about is having that sheet.

CSSStyleSheet objects have an addRule method which allows you to register 
CSS rules within the stylesheet.  The addRule method accepts three arguments:  
the selector, the second the CSS code for the rule, and the third is the zero-based 
integer index representing the style position (in relation to styles of the same 
selector):

sheet.addRule(“#myList li”, “float: left; background: red !important;”, 1);

The default for index is -1, which means the end of the collection.  For extra/lazy 
control, you may add !important to rules to avoid problems with the index.  
addRule calls return a result of -1 in all cases -- it really doesn’t represent anything.

CREATING A NEW STYLESHEET

ADDING RULES
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Remember that the advantage here is that elements added from the page 
automatically have the styles applied to them; i.e. you wont have to add them to 
elements as they’re injected into the page.  Efficient!

Stylesheets also have an insertRule method which isn’t available in earlier IE’s.  
The insertRule combines the first two arguments of addRule:

sheet.insertRule(“header { float: left; opacity: 0.8; }”, 1);

This method may seem a bit uglier but is useful nonetheless.

Since browser support for insertRule isn’t as global, it’s best to create a wrapping 
function to do the rule application.  Here’s a quick and dirty method:

function addCSSRule(sheet, selector, rules, index) {
 if(sheet.insertRule) {
  sheet.insertRule(selector + “{“ + rules + “}”, index);
 }
 else {
  sheet.addRule(selector, rules, index);
 }
}

// Use it!
addCSSRule(document.styleSheets[0], “header”, “float: left”);

This utility method should cover all cases of new style application.  If you are nervous 
about applying variable styles across your app, it’s reasonable to wrap the inner 
code of this method in a try{}catch(e){} block.

INSERTING RULES

SAFELY APPLYING RULES
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Media query-specific rules can be added in one of two ways. The first way is through 
the standard insertRule method:

sheet.insertRule(“@media only screen and (max-width : 1140px) { header { 
display: none; } }”);

Of course since IE hasn’t always supported insertRule, the other method is creating 
a STYLE element with the proper media attribute, then adding styles to that new 
stylesheet. This may require juggling multiple STYLE elements, but that’s easy 
enough. I would probably create an object with media queries as indexes, and 
create/retrieve them that way.

Dynamically adding rules to stylesheets is efficient and easier than you may think.  
Keep this strategy in mind on your next big app, as it may save you work in both 
code and element processing.

INSERTING RULES FOR MEDIA QUERIES
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Building for the web can be like building on quicksand. Browsers have tended 
to do mostly the same thing, but have occasional, maddeningly unpredictable 
differences. For example, browsers all come with “user agent stylesheets” — a 
default set of CSS styles, so that a heading looks like a heading etc., even before 
you style the page”[1]”1. Of course, every browser engine uses a slightly different 
set of defaults.

One example of this was default list styles, where Internet Explorer and Opera 
initially”[2]”1 indented lists with margin-left: 30pt; in their default browser 
stylesheets, while Firefox and KHTML went with padding-left: 40px;. If you 
wanted to change the default indent, specifying ul {padding-left: 0;} would 
lead to very different results across browsers.

To get a little stability, some developers reset all margins and padding using the 
universal selector:

* {margin: 0; padding: 0;}

With this at the start of your stylesheet, when you specified a list indent you got 
what you expected. However, using * meant the default margin and padding were 
nuked for all elements, which became painful as soon as you added a <form> 
element.

Tantek Çelik and Eric Meyer started discussing a more targeted way to address 
user agent style differences in 2004, with the YUI CSS Reset appearing in 2006, 
and the Meyer Reset in 2007.

The point of a reset is to zero out as much as possible … [and] to serve as a starting 
point for your own baseline styles — Eric Meyer

CSS RESETS”[3]”1

“Building for the web 
can be like building on 

quicksand.”
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Here’s the first rule of Eric’s current (v2.0) CSS Reset:

html, body, div, span, applet, object, iframe,
  h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6, p, blockquote, pre,
  a, abbr, acronym, address, big, cite, code,
  del, dfn, em, img, ins, kbd, q, s, samp,
  small, strike, strong, sub, sup, tt, var,
  b, u, i, center,
  dl, dt, dd, ol, ul, li,
  fieldset, form, label, legend,
  table, caption, tbody, tfoot, thead, tr, th, td,
  article, aside, canvas, details, embed, 
  figure, figcaption, footer, header, hgroup, 
  menu, nav, output, ruby, section, summary,
  time, mark, audio, video {
   margin: 0;
   padding: 0;
   border: 0;
   font-size: 100%;
   font: inherit;
   vertical-align: baseline;
  }
  …

This resets several properties on many (but not all) elements back to the equivalent 
of plain text. Because only appropriate elements are reset, this avoids some of the 
problems of * {margin: 0; padding: 0;}. We can then define styles for these 
reset “unstyled” properties, safe in the knowledge we’re building on a stable, 
cross-browser base. This “unstyled” styling also acts as a reminder to consciously 
set appropriate styles for these elements.

CSS resets have been a lifesaver, but especially with the rise of frameworks they 
are now often used as-is. For example, Eric assumed people would build on the 
reset styles he proposed, overriding them as appropriate, and version 1 of the 
Meyer Reset included this rule for a time:

/* remember to define focus styles! */
  :focus {
   outline: 0;
  }

PROBLEMS WITH CSS RESETS
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Sadly, not everyone did define focus styles, and Eric has removed this from v2.

Using a reset can also start to feel a little perverse. Resetting browser default 
styles does force us to deliberate on how each element should appear, helping 
ensure we use elements for their semantics and not their default styling. But for 
elements like i and em that’s almost always the browser default style. Other default 
browser styles, like the text sizes for headings which used to be ridiculously large, 
have changed to become passable defaults. There’s also the problem of someone 
wanting to use a reset HTML element after handoff, still with only the “unstyled” 
reset styles specified.

For me the main issue with resets is inheritance, leading to spam in your browser 
dev tools. When you’re trying to track down a CSS problem on a deeply nested 
element in someone else’s code, this does not help:

CSS reset rules repeating due to inheritance
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Nicolas Gallagher and Jonathan Neal have taken a different approach with 
Normalize.css, “a small CSS file that provides better cross-browser consistency 
in the default styling of HTML elements”. As with CSS resets it gives us a reliable 
cross-browser starting point — the main reason for using a reset in the first place 
— but the two approaches are philosophically different.

CSS resets override user agent styles to return many elements back to an “unstyled” 
state, a level foundation we can safely build upon. However, we then need to define 
styles for most elements before we can build with them. Normalize.css instead 
addresses only the inconsistencies between user agent default styles, choosing the 
most appropriate default where there are differences. We get a safe cross-browser 
foundation here too, but one that includes normalized user agent styles as basic 
building materials ready for use. It’s basically a kind of an idealized, cross-browser 
version of CSS 2.1’s Default style sheet. For both ways we then need to add our 
own overriding styles to build the view, but because the browser defaults remain 
with Normalize.css, in general fewer styles need to be added.

Because the changes in Normalize.css are a lot more targeted, there isn’t an 
inheritance cascade of overwritten rules in your browser’s developer tools. Here’s 
a simple <ul>: “unstyled”, with the Meyer Reset, and with Normalize.css versions 
1 and 2:

An “unstyled” unordered list element

NORMALIZE.CSS
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Applying the Meyer Reset

Applying Normalize.css v1
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Applying Normalize.css v2

You can clearly see the difference in philosophy, with the Meyer Reset example 
appearing as two lines of plain text with no margins, padding or bullets, while the 
Normalize.css examples are similar to the default styling. The difference in the 
styles applied to this <ul> are also easy to see.

However, these are not all the styles being applied to the <ul>. For comparison, 
here’s the same “unstyled” screenshot, but with the user agent styles visible, in 
Firefox 21 and Opera Next 15:

Mozilla user agent styles
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Opera user agent styles

This is the CSS that we’re resetting or normalizing.

Normalize.css version 2 supports modern browsers plus IE 8, whereas version 1 
also contains additional support for legacy browsers like IE 6 and 7. These older 
browsers need more normalization, and this can have minor disadvantages, for 
example the added vertical margins for the nested list in the Normalize.css v1 
screenshot above. This split into two versions is useful if you no longer need to 
provide old browsers with Grade A support, and also if you want to learn about 
old browser quirks.

Normalize.css also helps correct some browser bugs, including “display settings 
for HTML5 elements, correcting font-size for preformatted text, SVG overflow 
in IE9, and many form-related bugs across browsers and operating systems”. 
For example, the following CSS fixes WebKit issues with HTML5’s new <input 
type=”search”> element:

/**
   * 1. Address `appearance` set to `searchfield` in Safari 5 and Chrome.
   * 2. Address `box-sizing` set to `border-box` in Safari 5 and Chrome
   *    (include `-moz` to future-proof).
   */

  input[type=”search”] {
      -webkit-appearance: textfield; /* 1 */
      -moz-box-sizing: content-box;
      -webkit-box-sizing: content-box; /* 2 */
      box-sizing: content-box;
  }
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Without it, WebKit’s default use of -webkit-appearance: searchfield; for 
type=”search” prevents the styling of font, padding, border, and background 
properties on OS X and iOS, and gives buggy behavior for the border property on 
Windows.

An added bonus is Normalize.css is heavily commented and well-documented, 
helping you learn why each rule is there. This does make it noticeably longer than 
CSS resets, but when minified and Gzipped even the larger Normalize.css v1 is 
only 1KB.

While philosophically different to CSS resets like the Meyer Reset, Normalize.css is 
very much carrying on the same tradition, continuing in the footsteps of Tantek and 
Eric. You might even already be using it — it’s a core part of HTML5 Boilerplate, 
Bootstrap, and YUI’s new Pure.

User agent stylesheets are converging, and hopefully one day we won’t need to 
reset or normalize. There’s even a valid argument for not worrying about small 
differences between browsers (although being a Snook-level genius helps with 
that). But for now if you’re using a CSS reset, or nothing at all, give Normalize.css 
a try on your next project.

[1] You can see the user agent style sheets for Mozilla, WebKit, and IE. CSS2.1 
User Agent Style Sheet Defaults highlights the differences across (older) browsers. 
These styles also include things like style {display: none;} — try adding 
style {display: block;} to your CSS and see what happens.

[2] Since then, all browsers have migrated to setting list indenting via padding-
left or padding-start, with IE7 being the last IE browser to use margin-left 
for this.

[3] For detailed background on the history of CSS resets, read The History of CSS 
Resets, by Michael Tuck.

CONCLUSION

ADDENDA
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My thanks to Eric Meyer and Nicolas Gallagher for their feedback on this article, 
and for these wonderful tools.

Postscript: While nuking margins and padding on all elements with * {margin: 
0; padding: 0;} is gonna be a bad time, there is one universal selector-based 
reset you should still consider: * {box-sizing: border-box;}. This changes 
padding and border to being part of an element’s width, rather than additional 
to it. For more information, check out Paul Irish’s article “box-sizing: border-box 
FTW”.

Oli Studholme
Web Designer
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”I know you believe what you think I said, but I’m not sure that what you 
heard is what I really meant”
-Robert McCloskey

There has been a lot of confusion over the appropriate use of “PhoneGap” vis-à-vis 
“Cordova”. This confusion has been exacerbated by the innocent, yet ambiguous use 
of both names interchangeably by users, industry thought leaders, and even Adobe 
employees on occasion. There have been quite a few genuine attempts to clarify the 
ambiguities, and yet the confusion persists. It is my hope with this brief article to 
contribute to a clearer understanding of the differences between the two for geeks 
and non-geeks alike.

Adobe is not alone -- some good examples of trademark ambiguities might be 
‘Kleenex®’ which, in the United States, is used generically in place of ‘tissues’; and 
there is ‘Xerox®’ which is often used by Americans as a generic reference to any 
brand of photocopier. The baby boomers amongst us will recall ‘JEEP®’ being used 
to generically describe any general-purpose vehicle that resembled the World War II 
Willy’s Jeep.

Adobe’s Brian Leroux (@brianleroux) made an honorable attempt to clarify some 
confusion with a blog post in March 2012:

“PhoneGap is a distribution of Apache Cordova. You can think of Apache 
Cordova as the engine that powers PhoneGap, similar to how WebKit is 
the engine that powers Chrome or Safari… Over time, the PhoneGap 
distribution may contain additional tools that tie into other Adobe services, 
which would not be appropriate for an Apache project… PhoneGap will 

WHAT’S IN A NAME?

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PHONEGAP AND CORDOVA?

“In a nutshell, PhoneGap 
is Cordova and it is not.”
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always remain free, open source software and will always be a free 
distribution of Apache Cordova.”

Ironically, Brian’s current twitter profile bio might inadvertantly compound the 
confusion:

“I’m a free/open source software developer at Adobe working on 
Apache Cordova (aka PhoneGap)”. (@brianleroux)

Whereas, “a.k.a.” means, also-known-as, which taken literally would suggest that 
both names can be used interchangeably for the same thing-- you may call me 
Michael or Mike but there is still only one of me; that is, only one entity (just don’t 
call me ‘Mick’ or my mum will hunt you down). 

The arbitrary substitution of Cordova and PhoneGap is still common practice; 
hence this article, but from a strictly legal standpoint, is no longer appropriate. My 
emphasis on ‘no longer’ will be explained hereinbelow.

I have found one of the best ways to remove murkiness on current issues is to 
express important historical events by way of a timeline. This brings more context 
to the reader, and therefore more understanding to the subject:

THE PHONEGAP / CORDOVA TIMELINE:

01-03 Aug, 2008
NEXUS: The platform that was to be called “PhoneGap” was first 
developed at the iPhoneDevCamp 2 event hosted by Adobe in 
San Francisco and promoted by Raven Zachary @ravenme. 

03 Aug, 2008 The PhoneGap.com Domain was first registered by Andre Char-
land.

07 Aug, 2008 The “Unofficial announcement of PhoneGap” was published as 
the first entry in the PhoneGap.com blog.

22 Jul, 2009 Nitobi Software Inc. filed for registration of the Trademark 
“PHONEGAP” with the US Trademark office.

01Oct, 2011

Brian Leroux (@brianleroux), then of Nitobi, submits a propos-
al that PhoneGap code base, but significantly not the name, 
become an Apache Incubator project [List: general.incubator.
apache.org].

HISTORICAL CONTEXT
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02 Oct, 2011

 Jukka Zitting (@jukkaz) of Adobe and VP of the Apache Software 
Foundation, calls for a vote to accept the PhoneGap project un-
der the (lame) name “Apache Callback” into the Apache Incuba-
tor.

03 Oct, 2011 “Adobe Announces Agreement to Acquire Nitobi, Creator of 
PhoneGap”

12 Oct, 2011 Apache publishes the “Apache Callback Proposal”.
14 Oct, 2011 Apache accepts Apache Callback into its incubator. 
25 Oct 2011 The Adobe acquisition of Nitobi was completed.

28 Nov 2011
The Apache community approved the renaming of their newly ac-
cepted ‘Apache Callback’ incubation project to ‘Apache Cordo-
va’ (Cordova being the street in Vancouver where Nitobi began). 

30 Nov 2011
The PhoneGap Trademark application was assigned by Nitobi 
Software Inc. to Adobe Systems Incorporated [US Trademark No. 
77786996].

I recently exchanged a few emails with Adobe’s Jukka Zitting (@jukkaz) who, as 
mentioned above, first called for the vote that Apache Software Foundation accept 
the PhoneGap code base into its incubation project. I explained that I wanted to 
express in plain language… the difference between Cordova and PhoneGap. This 
is an excerpt from one of my messages to Jukka:

“So would it be safe to say that ‘PhoneGap’ refers to  ‘Cordova + 
Adobe’s bells and whistles’?

If we wanted to try and reduce it down to a very crude analogy for 
non-technical people, would it be safe to say:

‘Cordova consists of the essential code base wrapped in a plain white 
box and is free for the taking; whereas PhoneGap is a multicolored 
box with the Adobe logo (also free)… inside that box is the same 
white Cordova box with verbatim code base, but some wires already 
connecting both boxes together, in a tried and proven configuration, 
so that the user doesn’t have to connect his or her own wires from the 
white box in order to make it perform?’

LET’S ASK ADOBE…
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(Like I said, ‘crude analogy’)”

In typical and refreshing Finnish efficiency Jukka responded:

“Hi,
Yes, I think that’s accurate enough.
BR,
Jukka Zitting”

Prior to Adobe’s and Apache’s respective acquisition of the Nitobi assets, and 
while there were no differences in the respective code bases of Adobe PhoneGap 
and Apache Cordova, the use of “AKA” references were appropriate because, in 
essence, they were still the same animal.  This might be likened to badge-engineering 
where an automaker sells identical vehicles under different brands or badges.

After my exchange with Jukka and a few other PhoneGap/Cordova gurus, I came 
to the conclusion that ‘Adobe PhoneGap’, is simply a branded re-distribution of 
‘Apache Cordova’. Although it contains Cordova’s base code verbatim, it is packaged 
and presented in a way that the Cordova elements begin to demonstrate “an 
opinion” which leans towards Adobe’s premium (pay-to-play) PhoneGap Build, and 
no doubt lots of suggestive Adobe marketing throughout the overall PhoneGap 
experience. 

All things considered and in the interests of generally accepted trademark principals, 
rather than saying “Cordova a.k.a. PhoneGap”, we might more appropriately follow 
the example of “The Artist Formerly Known As Prince”; i.e:

“Cordova F.K.A PhoneGap”

In a nutshell, PhoneGap is Cordova and it is not. We probably all know this already 
but it’s just kinda difficult to articulate.

SO IS “CORDOVA ‘AKA’ PHONEGAP” A LITTLE MISLEADING?

CONCLUSION - SEMANTICS
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The question remains “what’s in a name?”, A great deal if that name stands on the 
shoulders of a brand like Adobe. Somehow the base code was donated to Apache 
and yet, for all intents and purposes, it appears to be an Adobe initiative to such an 
extent that public perception is concerned. Kudos really needs to go to the Nitobi 
team, those guys managed to have their cake and eat it too. As unadulterated 
hackers they followed open-source philosophy by donating the source code to 
Apache, all the while enjoying what was presumably a handsome exit when Adobe 
aquired the trademark “PhoneGap”… BRILLIANT!

In retrospect, the decision to donate the Cordova (F.K.A. PhoneGap) code base as 
an Apache open-source project, immediately prior to Adobe’s Nitobi acquisition, 
was a clever strategy; albeit confusing to many observers. It permitted Adobe 
to accommodate its creative customer base while binding the framework to its 
pay-to-play services under the guise of its rebranded and opinionated distro-- 
“PhoneGap”. This was achieved without polluting the original open source project 
base and permits independent third parties to build more developer-centric tools 
and platforms over the same Cordova engine.

It is clear that Adobe’s direction for PhoneGap is to align it even more closely with its 
creative professional products. While being good news for designers, this is a real 
concern to the web developers amongst us. However, thanks to the open-source 
Apache donation, other vendors can now provide premium development platforms 
with backwards compatibility with PhoneGap. At the end of the day, everyone 
wins: Adobe can focus on its creative professionals while other vendors, such as us 
at AppGyver, can continue to innovate on top of Cordova and accommodate the 
more serious developers.

Adobe’s aligning of PhoneGap with their creative professional products is not 
the only reason informed developers are concerned. Adobe’s stated purpose for 
PhoneGapreflects its bet that web-apps will soon win over native (and hybrid) apps. 
A practical consequence of this bet is that PhoneGap apps can attain neither the 
performance nor function of their native counterparts; at least not in the foreseeable 
future. Why is this so, and what can developers do about it? We’ll cover that in the 
next article.

CONCLUSION - PRACTICAL
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According to “Adobe’s PhoneGap Build Service Additional Terms of Use” page, 
PhoneGap is a trademark of Adobe.  Conspicuously absent is the word ‘registered’ 
in the trademark claim; the claim as published now is for PhoneGap™ as opposed 
to PhoneGap®.  It appears that the registration process is ongoing, and the current 
status is that the trademark has been “published for opposition”.

The trademark notice published on Adobe’s website is followed by a refreshingly 
liberal description of what constitutes unauthorized use of the PhoneGap trademark. 
It is a concise single sentence:

 “You may not use PHONEGAP or GAP in the title of any application 
built using PhoneGap or the PhoneGap Build service.”

I was unable to find any trademark registration applications for “Apache Cordova”, 
but my search was by no means exhaustive.

About MichAel SMith:
Michael  is a journalist and developer community liason for AppGyver.com. AppGyver 
makes “Steroids” for PhoneGap which provides a cool toolbelt for Developers who 
want to get their apps up fast.

SIDE NOTE: THE PHONEGAP TRADMARK
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We’ve looked at doing some of the things that you can do in native code. So far, 
we’ve covered AJAX, event handling, event delegation, DOM querying, and DOM 
manipulation. If you haven’t already read that, you probably should.

Why do we really use jQuery? Sure, it simplifies things. But do we really need all those 
abstractions? Can’t we get away with just a few of the most basic of them? In this article 
I’ll examine the most frequently used portions of its API, and look at the different ways 
we can rewrite those everyday utilities using plain JavaScript.

If we look at their API documentation, we can quickly categorize the features we use 
most frequently.

• AJAX
• Attributes, CSS, .data
• Effects, Animations
• Events
• DOM Querying, Selectors
• DOM Manipulation
• Plugins

“Look at the different ways we can rewrite those everyday utilities 
using plain JavaScript.”

http://blog.ponyfoo.com/2013/06/10/uncovering-the-native-dom-api
http://api.jquery.com/
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That certainly looks like a lot. Lets break it down, and attempt to arrive at the 
same functionality, but without jQuery. Our aim in doing so, isn’t just getting rid 
of jQuery for the sake of doing so, but thinking about why we’d want it in the first 
place. Furthermore, we will be gaining insight into how jQuery operates, what 
is needed, what is not, and maybe even more importantly, understanding and 
becoming capable of performing these operations on our own.

I previously mentioned the micro library movement, which is awesome, too. Here, 
though, we will pick a few battles of our own, and have a shot at resolving them 
without resorting to external dependencies. Other than what browsers provide, 
that is.

Keep browser support in mind. In each of my solutions, I’ll tell you what the 
browser support is for that particular approach. I will mostly speak about future-
proof solutions, but most of what I’ll be talking about probably won’t work in IE 6. 
So keep an eye on that.

Even if you are working in a project that must support older browsers, 
for whatever reason, I think you’ll still find value in these excerpts. Maybe 
they aren’t that useful to you today, maybe they are. One thing is certain 
though, the benefit of learning the underlying browser API won’t be going 
away anytime soon.

I wanted to give you an update on AJAX. We’ve already somewhat covered how 
to write native requests, but lets take it up a notch.

At this point, I think I should introduce you to XHR2. Lets start by talking about 
browser support. As you can see, XHR2 support includes anything that’s not IE < 
10 || Android < 3.0. That’s not very encouraging, but it’s workable.

SCOPE

AJAX
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The fun in XHR2 comes from being able to set a responseType. Here is a table of 
possible values, adapted from what can be found on MDN.

Value response data type
‘text’ String

‘arraybuffer’ ArrayBuffer

‘blob’ Blob

‘document’ Document

‘json’ JSON object

Note that the ‘json’ value is currently only supported by Firefox and Opera. If 
you want to fetch JSON data in a cross-browser manner, your best bet is setting 
responseType = ‘text’, and then parsing the response like so: JSON.
parse(xhr.response).

From the resources listed above, we can gather that Blob is a great representation 
if we want to fetch images, or any other binary file. ‘document’ should be used for 
XML. json of parsed ‘text’ for JSON, and ‘text’ for pretty much everything 
else.

As far as sending data to the server goes, there are a few options. we could stick 
to using a simple String value.

var xhr = new XMLHttpRequest();
xhr.open(‘POST’, ‘/api’, true);
xhr.onload = function(e){
    if(this.status === 200){
        console.log(this.response);
    }
};
xhr.send(‘data!’);
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But we’re already used to doing that. What’s new is we can send form-like data 
using FormData.

var formData = new FormData();
formData.append(‘username’, ‘carlos’);
formData.append(‘email’, ‘cslim@geocities.com’);
formData.append(‘dob’, 1940);

var xhr = new XMLHttpRequest();
xhr.open(‘POST’, ‘/register’, true);
xhr.onload = function(e){
    if(this.status === 200){
        console.log(this.response);
    }
};
xhr.send(formData);

We don’t necessarily have to create the FormData from scratch, either. Suppose 
we had a form.

<form id=’registration’ name=’registration’ action=’/register’>
    <input type=’text’ name=’username’ value=’carlos’>
    <input type=’email’ name=’email’ value=’cslim@geocities.com’>
    <input type=’number’ name=’dob’ value=’1940’>
    <input type=’submit’ onclick=’return sendForm(this.form);’>
</form>

Then we could derive our AJAX request data off of it.

function sendForm(form) {
    var formData = new FormData(form);
    formData.append(‘csrf’, ‘e69a18d7db1286040586e6da1950128c’);

    var xhr = new XMLHttpRequest();
    xhr.open(‘POST’, form.action, true);
    xhr.onload = function(e) {
        // ...
    };
    xhr.send(formData);

    return false; // we’re already submitting the form through AJAX.
}

var form = document.querySelector(‘#registration’);
sendForm(form);
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Similarly to responses, .send() supports passing Blob data, if we need to perform 
asynchronous file uploads.

In older browsers, lots of different methods are used to upload files asynchronously. 
Flash, iframe s, anything goes. Other than file uploads or otherwise using form 
data directly, though, we are just fine doing AJAX in older browsers, as long as we 
don’t pretend to use the XHR2 API. This API mostly improves our asynchronous file 
upload capabilities, but we are otherwise fine without it.

Not everything has to be as complicated as AJAX is, and Element attributes are 
never reason enough to warrant the inclusion of a heavy-weight library such as 
jQuery.

Lets look at all of these in turn.

.attr(name, val) is just sugar. Once we have an element, presumably obtained 
using something similar to document.querySelector(‘main’), we can use 
.setAttribute(name, val) to set the attribute, or getAttribute(name) to 
retrieve its value.

.prop(name, val) does pretty much the same thing, except there are some 
parse hooks in place to return booleans or numbers, rather than always returning 
strings. Which is nice, but that doesn’t justify an enormous footprint either.

When it comes to CSS, it pains me to read the source code of jQuery plugins and 
find out that they set up tens of different styles directly in their JavaScript code, 
why not use classes instead? That’s what they are for! Unless you are writing CSS 
that depends on the dynamic calculations you are performing in your JS code, 
there is no reason not to use a class, instead.

Once that’s out of the picture, we’re left with two applications for manipulating 
classes within JS code: logic to hide or display DOM components, and logic to add 
or remove classes from our nodes.

ATTRIBUTES, CSS, AND .DATA
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You should be ashamed to even think of using jQuery for the former. These would 
be all you need to type to get that working:

// display
element.style.display = ‘block’;

// hide
element.style.display = ‘none’;

When it comes to the latter, we can use classList, which doesn’t have great support, 
or we can simply use className. If we find ourselves in need to add or remove 
classes, then we will have to resort to using regular expressions to figure out how 
to remove classes from our elements.

!function(exports){
    var class_list = !!document.body.classList;
    var s = ‘(\\s|^)’; // space or start
    var e = ‘(\\s|$)’; // space or end

    function getRegex(className){
        return new RegExp(s + className + e, ‘g’);
    }

    exports.addClass = function(element, className){
        if(class_list){
            element.classList.add(className);
        }else{
            element.className += ‘ ‘ + className;
        }
    };

    exports.removeClass = function(element, className){
        if(class_list){
            element.classList.remove(className);
        }else{
            var rclass = getRegex(className);
            element.className = element.className.replace(rclass, ‘’);
        }
    };

    exports.hasClass = function(element, className){
        if(class_list){
            return element.classList.contains(className);
        }else{
            var rclass = getRegex(className);
            return element.className.match(rclass);
        }
    };
}(window);
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That wasn’t that hard, either. As we are on the subject, let me give you some added 
value, and talk about getComputedStyle. Supported in every browser except for 
IE < 9, getComputedStyle returns the resulting value of applying every style 
on an element. The coolest feature of this method, though, is that it enables us 
to grab the computed _pseudo-element styles. For example, we could grab the 
::after styles on a <blockquote> element.

Here you have an example taken from MDN:

<style>
    h3:after {
        content: ‘ rocks!’;
    }
</style>

<h3>generated content</h3> 

<script>
    var h3 = document.querySelector(‘h3’);
    var result = getComputedStyle(h3, ‘:after’).content;

    // > ‘ rocks!’
    console.log(‘the generated content is: ‘, result);
</script>

Before we move forward, there’s one more attribute accessor we might want to 
talk about. The .data API. Similarly to .prop, it works by probing the value in 
your data-* attributes, parsing true, false, numbers, and JSON object s, or 
just returning a String. One important difference here, is that jQuery sets up a 
cache for these values. This helps prevent querying the DOM time and again for 
stuff that isn’t going to change. Under the assumption that we are manipulating 
data attributes solely through their API, that is.

Other than that, a simplified data API might look like:

function data(element, name, value){
    if (value === undefined){
        value = element.getAttribute(‘data-’ + name);
        return JSON.parse(value);
    }else{
        element.setAttribute(‘data-’ + name, JSON.stringify(value));
    }
}
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Keep in mind you might also want to use the dataset API, but IE < 11 doesn’t 
support it.

If you were to add a little cache to reduce DOM querying, you’d have your own 
little awesome .data API!

In this category, I’ll get straight to the point. We’ll want to use CSS for any kind 
of animations. If it’s fading effects you are after, then you can resort to transitions, 
instead.

When it comes to animations, there is one more option, though. We could use 
setInterval to set up a loop where we animate something, for example, if we want 
to move an element with absolute positioning all around our viewport.

setInterval(function(){
    // move it a bit
}, delay);

I always had problems with setInterval. Personal problems. You see, the delay you 
apply as the second argument counts from the moment the function triggers, not 
the moment the execution ends. As a result, if your function takes 400, and you’ve 
set a delay of 600, The calls will eventually overlap so much, making a mess of 
everything. For that reason, I prefer doing a bit of extra work.

function loop(fn, interval){
    return setTimeout(function(){
        fn(function(){
            loop(fn, interval);
        });
    }, interval);
}

loop(function(done){
    // do our trick

    done(); // continue our loop
}, 600);

The difference is subtle, but now, we can invoke done whenever we are done, so 
our loop will run sequentially, not in parallel, which makes no sense. It’s supposed 
to be an interval, right?

EFFECTS, ANIMATIONS
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Enough with the setInterval rant. We shouldn’t have to use either of these 
when it comes to animations. A better option is available. Yes, I’m talking about 
requestAnimationFrame. No, it has pretty bad browser support. Android doesn’t 
support it at all. IE < 10 doesn’t care about it either.

requestAnimationFrame allows us to perform a setInterval-like operation 
just before every repaint. This method takes a callback, our operation, and passes 
our callback an argument, with a timestamp, so we don’t have to make assumptions 
about the time elapsed.

Here is an usage example, forked from the example on MDN.

!function(w, raf) {
    w[raf] = w[raf] ||
             w.mozRequestAnimationFrame ||
             w.webkitRequestAnimationFrame ||
             w.msRequestAnimationFrame;           
}(window, ‘requestAnimationFrame’);

var start = Date.now();

function step(timestamp) {
    var progress = timestamp - start;
    d.style.left = Math.min(progress / 10, 200) + ‘px’;
    if (progress < 2000) {
        requestAnimationFrame(step);
    }
}

requestAnimationFrame(step);

Chris Coyier also provides a few, nice usage examples, on his blog.

USING REQUESTANIMATIONFRAME
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A lot has improved in the jQuery event API over time. It used to be all over the 
place, nowadays we mostly have the .on and .off methods, and those handle 
pretty much everything we need.

So what are the strong points for jQuery in event handling? Well, they make it 
really easy to perform event delegation.

$(‘ul’).on(‘click’, ‘li’, function(){
    console.log(‘li clicked!’, this);
});

This seemingly innocent handler will be triggered whenever we click on any <li>, 
yet the event handler will be on the parent <ul>. The way this works is that whenever 
an <li> is clicked, the event will bubble up to the <ul>. The <ul> will have an 
special handler, provided by jQuery, which will trigger our handler .applying the 
<li> as this.

If you are just realizing how complicated this is to grasp, that’s probably because 
how powerful the abstraction is. The implications of this might not be obvious at 
a glance, but the end result is that you get a much more performant experience. 
Rather than setting up an event handler for each <li>, which could potentially be 
thousands, you are setting a single <ul> event listener instead.

Other than event delegation, their API is once again really easy to implement by 
hand, and you might want to check out my previous post on the subject to wrap 
your head around that.

If you want to try going native, a suggested approach consists of barely two lines 
of code.

var $ = document.querySelectorAll.bind(document);
Element.prototype.on = Element.prototype.addEventListener;

Once our ridiculously small library is in place, we can attach event handlers using 
our new API.

$(‘#featured’)[0].on(‘keyup’, handleKeyUp);

Concise enough.

EVENTS
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One of the most important mechanisms in browsers is querying the DOM 
to obtain a reference to HTML nodes. Yet, querySelector, by far the best 
option to perform such requests, is relatively unknown to the average 
developer. It’s as if they’re stuck with either getElementById, or using 
jQuery.

Truth is, querySelector and querySelectorAll are broadly supported in all 
major browsers, with the exception of IE < 8. That is really good browser support. 
That is, in fact, one of the major reasons jQuery decided to drop support for IE < 
9 in their v2 branch.

With querySelector being implemented across all browsers, the novelty in jQuery 
is reduced to the ability to extend the selector engine by adding your own, custom 
selectors. This just adds to the confusion and isn’t really necessary. I’d recommend 
staying away from that.

There isn’t a lot left to cover about DOM manipulation that wasn’t covered in the 
other topics we’ve been discussing. If we look at the API documentation once 
again, you’ll notice we’ve accounted for most of the methods in the category. The 
ones we didn’t mention are mostly measure computations, DOM altering methods, 
or methods such as .val(), .text() and .html(), which don’t really abstract 
any cross-browser limitations away.

When it comes to altering the DOM, the native methods can be found on MDN. 
Once we know about those, all jQuery really does is build on top of the Node API, 
providing us with some syntactic sugar, such as insertAfter does.

DOM QUERYING, SELECTORS

DOM MANIPULATION
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Ah, plugins! Do we really need everything to be a jQuery plugin? I get ecstatic 
whenever I find a small library, which performs its intended objectives really well, 
has a succint API, and doesn’t freaking depend on jQuery for absolutely no reason.
I guess my point is, make it a conscious decision. Don’t mindlessly turn your ten 
line miracle worker into a jQuery plugin just because you want to use .hide() 
and .show(). Write native code instead. You’ll probably learn to write better code 
while at it, and more people will be able to use it, to boot.

Oh, and stay the hell away from jQuery UI, too. Thank you.

Unless you are really using it extensively. If you only need the dialogs, you can get 
away with just a few lines of CSS code!

PLUGINS
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Below is an excellent talk on jQuery, by Remy Sharp. He addresses a lot of important 
points, and raises some very good questions. He also presents a minimal library 
called min.js, which I think shows a lot of promise. In this half hour ish talk, you’ll 
learn how you can actually write native BOM pretty effortlessly, without having to 
resort to a jQuery-like library.

I don’t expect you to shelf jQuery right away. I’m just attempting to 
enlighten you, there is another way to do things. jQuery is great and all, 
but it’s been around for almost ten years, so it’s understandable that it 
lost some value along the way. It is good if you are actually using many of 
its features, but you should ponder about whether this is a fact for you, or 
if you are simply using it because, hey, it’s already there.

And it’s not jQuery’s fault, but rather, we should be complimenting the browsers 
for this change. Going forward, IE11 is finally putting an end to all the non-sense 
set forth by it’s predecessors. They’re really trying hard this time to set it apart 
from “old IE” distributions.

NEED A TALK?

IN CONCLUSION
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Now that all major browsers offer automatic updates, jQuery will steadily decline 
in value. The ultimate purpose of the library, dealing with the multitude of cross 
browser issues present in older browsers, is subsiding. In its current state, jQuery 
will eventually become a library that just provides a somewhat nicer API than native 
browser JavaScript does.

If you think there is a topic I didn’t uncover, please let me know, and I’ll 
consider it for a future blog post.

Happy experimenting!

Nicolas Bevacqua
Programmer
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